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ISfROBEJCTIO!

There is a notion, widesprem#' is the
land, that, it pays to ^advertise.

This country spends about

two (million dollars a year in advertising.

But, notwith

standing this enormous expenditure, the slogan. It Pays To
Advertise, is only half true.

It should be revised to nread

It Pays to Advertise Under Certain Conditions.
is wasted In unsound, unintelligent advertising.

Much money
In the

language of one writer.
The value of advertising and the vital part it
plays in modern merchandising are so generally
recognized hy business executives of today that
it would serve no good purpose to attempt to set
forth its necessity to manufacturers and distributors,
But it would be of immense value to many of them
if they could be made to realize that advertising
in itself is no magic wand which mysteriously opens
the treasure house of sales and profits to anyone
who wields it,. Tor this illusion is the cause of
perhaps the largest single item of business waste
to be found today. Untold thousands of dollars
are being spent every year on advertising without
any possibility of compensating returns.(2)

/

/
This thesis presents some of the condl v
tions under which it pays to advertise.

It records the

influence of advertising upon representative consumers
in an attempt toevaluate the true significance of advertis
ing in the merchandising program; and to discover the
strategy which makes for maximum effectiveness of advertising.
1)
2}

Goods arid Bheinstrom: "More Profits from Advertising"p.72
C. If. Hamiond: "How Advertising Agencies Work", The
Texas Weekly, October 31, 1931, p. 8
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The task of measuring consumer response
to advertising presents many difficulties*
many'factors which influence a sale*

There are so

How can we allocate to

advertising its share of responsibility?

We oan*t.

We

can only hope to approximate, guarding diligently against
overstatement.
Material is gathered from all available
’
'
sources $ recent books, trade .journals and current literature,
.

■

questionnaires from consumers and producers, authoritative
statements from advertising practitioners, and the personal
experience of the writer.

The case method is thought to be

best suited to the purposes of this paper; and the eases
selected because they demonstrate the pulling power of
advertising*

'
We begin our study of Consumer Response

to Advertising by examining this phenomenon in its broader
aspects, narrowing the field gradually and later analysing
specific advertisements and headlines.

Large-scale co-opera

tive advertising naturally claims fir>t attention.

v

CHAPTER I
ADVERTISING IN “’HE LARGE
First, a word about coffee. This
:
.
* ■
beverage now consumed by so many people in so many lands
'

'

was once little used.

It is in behalf of coffee that

"educational* advertising probably made its lebut.

The

literature which told of the marvelous new drink was
doubtless the earliest attempt to change buying habits with
'
■
■
printed salesmanship.
.

'

.

The first food product advertisement in England
appeared on;Hay 26, 166?, in the Public Advisor,
which contained no news and was published to give
publicity to the registrations of offers and wants
entered at, Henry Walker*8 bureaus. It should per
haps be called a medicine advertisement, or a cafe
■‘announcement, rather than a food advert is ement •
,

'

‘

'r‘

"In Bartholomew Lane, on the back side of the
Old Exchange, the drink called coffee, which is a
",%very wholesome and physical drink, hath many
excellent virtues, closes the orifice of the
stomach, fortifies the heat within, helpcth digestion,
quiokeneth the spirits, maketh the"heart lightsome,
is good against, eye-sores, coughs or Colds, thumes,
consumptions, headache, dropsie, gout, scurvy, King’s
evil, and many others; it is to be sold both in the
morning and at three of the clock in the afternoon.(l)
There was a handbill, printed in 1657 also, which featured
coffee as a cure-all, headed thus:
The Virtue of'the COFFEE Drink. "
First publicly made and sold in England
by Pasqu© Hosee(2)
Consumers responded to this advertising.
induced by it to sample the beverage.

They were

Finding coffee to

their liking they doubtless welcomed +he printed suggestions

(1 ) Frank Preabreyt
ing," p. 48
Ibid. p. 49
(2)

"The History and Development of Advert!#
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to drink it often.

Goffee-houoes were established and these

came to be communitity centers where folk gathered to gossip
over their cups.

The popularity of the beverage increased.
Coffee has long been opmspicuoualy

advertised in American journals. The net per capita imports
of this commodity for the year 1830 were 2,99 pounds^
During the century consumption increased nearly five fold,
with net per capita imports reaching 12.75 pounds for 1930.
The volume of coffee advertising has been much increased
in the past two years, and it is estimated that this
additional effort by rival coffee firms is responsible for
the 3$ increase is sales.

Declining prices also affected

consumption.
Here in a table showing index numbers
of retail food prices, index numbers for coffee compared
with index numbers of general food items, and per capita
consumption.
year
1913
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
Jan.
Feb,
' lar.
Apr,
'May
June

all
articles

coffee
100.
157.7
121.8
121.1
162.5
145.3
172*4
171 ;1
162.1
165.1
164,8
136.2

100.
203.4
153.3
141.6 ,
140.2 *
145.9
157.4
160.6
155.4
154.3
156.7
147.1

*

per capita coffee
consumption
8.9
lbs,
M
11.68
12.05 -. '
#
' 11.04
M12.38
W
12.23
10,97
w
12.61
M
12.02
12.03
12.9-9
12.75
*(l)
,w

w

-

126.8
125.2
121.8
116,1
112.4
109..

132.3
127.
126.4
124,
121.
119.(2)

I T )Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1931,p97S8
(2) United States Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, bulletin for July. 1931. p, 5
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Price declines m y have been a factor
in the larger volume of coffee purchases in recent, months
hut. demand for coffee is quite inelastic and is comparative
ly little affected by price changes.

An executive of the

Duncan Coffee Company, Houston, Texas, informed the writer
in February, 1931, that the concensus of opinion among
coffee-roastera was that Prohibition had been a boon to
coffee drinking.
The writer conducted a survey relative
to this product in Denver early in 1930 and it was found
that consumption per family averaged a pound a week, and
that sales of the various brands were roughly proportionate
to the volume of advertising for each.

Consumers are more

or less faithful to one brand hut, seem never satisfied and
can be influenced to try something else.

About that time

Chase and Sanborn’s ndated coffee*1 idea was introduced*with
the advertising suport given it, purchases of this brand were
observed to increase.
Coffee roasters resort to divers methods
of winning 4he patronage of consumers.

Maxwell House

concentrates on its packing process, stressing freshness,
Del Monte employs a suecies of biting humor to remind the
(1 ) '
public that quality in important after all. A west coast

/

J

concern makes use of a coffee brewing utensil to boost sales,
and this novel device is educating housewives to new methods
of making coffee.

In 1926 when 4he company '"ound itself in

fifth place in the southern California market....,,..,*,,*
:x4)" Hugh Crane; "Headache With your Coffee, Mister?"
Western Advertising, March, 1932, p,30

4
A new plan as devised, In which ‘-.ho Ben Hur
Healthful Coffee-Maker was aold to the customer
with a can of Ben-Hnr cofffee for $1*50, at wkitih,
price the value of the offer was apparent.
The company inaugurated nn advertising
campaign based on the health reasons for the drip
method, and pushing the offer of the coffce-mnher.
In the first year after the new plen was adopted,
Ben-Hur drip coffee sales doubled# In the second
year they doubled again. In the third year (1930)
they increased half again«-reaohing a point almost
six times as great ns they had been in 1927, Since
1930 they have kept on climbing, even 1931 showing
a substantial increase. Wow Ben-Hur.... in in
second place in the market.........*
How the chain stores, which once refused to
stock Ben-Hur Drip, are glad to profit from the
consumer demand that advertising and the independent
dealers have built up.,,.,*,,
Ben-Hur1a sales have had liberal advertising
support— greater in proportion, of course,
earlier in its educational campaign. The medium
in which the company has chiefly relied in the
newspaper,(1)
In 1921 a,nd again in 1925 two able mori
tested 1,000 people for their knowledge of advertised brands.
Considerable change was noted, from one test to the other,
in the popularity of several brands of coffee.

XT)

ibid,

p. 32

Maxwell

5
House coffee rose in prestige.

At the time of the first

test it was little known outside the South,

Four years

later it was mentioned by subjects in all parts of the country.
In fact, this brand occupied first place in the minds of a
larger number of subjects than any other brand.

This table

ahona the changes in brand prestige:
Comparative Table of First Association
t
1925
Wo
Wo
1981
. Sen men t ot.al
Men men total
Maxwell House
87 55 142
15
16
1
White House
33 90 123
36 64 100
George Washington
62
19 43
31 24
55
51 42
lUban
98
93
53 45
Arbuokle
28 17
48
100 26 126
Chase & Sanborn
26 22
48
35
14 21
31
44 12
56
Hotel Astor
11 20
41
27 14
8 12
20
If. J. B.
24
2 34
36(1)
Hills Bros,
17
7
Harwell House coffee had been backed
by far more national advertising in the sections in which
they were distributed.

The increase of Maxwell

House

advertising in national magazines is shown as follows!
1921
$19,955

1922
$16,200

1923
$231,150

1924
$276,394(2)

And the investigatSors conclude, "It would seem, therefore,
that, the increase in the familiarity of the public with
Maxwell House coffee is traceable directly or indirectly to
advertising,"
(1)
(2)

Hotchkiss & F r a n k e n : " T h e Measurement of Advertising
Effects" p. 173
Ibid, p. 174
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A more recent report states that sales
of Maxwell House coffee multiplied four times between 1922
and 1927.

These statistics and the comment following tell

their own story*
Advertising expenditures9
all media
'
T928 (3 mo.) $5,642,776.
1927
7,192,074.
1926
5,731,628.
1925
3,819,872.

net profits
1928 (8 mo.) $1,800,727.
1927
2,743,544.
1926
1,969,947,
1925
793,847.(1)

Advertising can point with justifiable pride
to these figures* They are further proof that a
good product plus consistent advertising equals
greater profits.
Thus for two hundred and seventy-five
years coffee drinking has been encouraged by advertising.
In the seventeenth, century advertising tempted people to
try the new beverage.

Then, when consumers had tasted

coffee and found it good, advertising prompted them to
drink it more often.

Then it influenced them to patronize

the coffee-roasters who were most persistent in bringing
their wares to public attention.

This is consumer response

operative on a long-time basis.
PART II

CO-OPERATIVE ADVERTISING.

Cooperative advertising is. that type
k
of advertising launoed by a group of people in the same trade
or industry to promote the sale of the products not of one
f1) ' Printer’s ’ink, editorial, ’'Maxwell louse Coffee— An
Advertising Suoeess" October 11, 1928, p. 13

f
member but. of the group as a whole# A market is enlarged in
the confidence that each individual producer will automatic
ally get his share of the business developed.
There is a very sound economic principle underneath
most co-operative-campaigns in that they tend'to en
large, stimulate and improve the basic market. Little
energy is dissipated in transferring business from,
one concern to another. Great energy is devoted
to the increase of business for everybody....,,.
More than half these campaigns have been instituted
to increase.the consumption or use of some product.
Among theue farm products predominate. Oranges, lemons,
grapefruit, apples, peaches, raisins^ beano, prunes,
appricots, walnuts, almonds, peanuts, cheese, eggs,
milk, ancVcranberries have been advertised co-operative
ly by associations of farmers..... .
Among the products which hr-ve been advertised coopera
tively by groups of manufacturers we have electric
hoists, granite, lumber, toys, millinery, bricks,
woolen fabrics, bread, books, bicycles, magnetoes,
linen, barrels, gas, macaroni, flowers, noodles,
paint, varnish, and linoleum. In other campaigns
such as those on tea and coffee, both producers and
distributors have banded together to launch the
advertising for their mutual benefit.(l)
RAISIMS.•

.

*

In 1913 the California Associated Raisin
Company produced 140,000,000 pounds of raisins, of which
production 30,000,000 pounds remained unsold. From then
;
'
on advertising (Sun^Kaid) was employed, and in 1917 every
pound of the record crop of 326,000,000 pounds was marketed.(
)
l
(l)

Don franciscd, "Co-operative Advertising,*

p.55

8
In four years the sale of California raioins
increased 216,000,000 pounds and the annual
carryover wad wiped out. The average consumer
was eating 3,26 pounds of raisins a year instead
of only 1,1 pounds an before,(:)

CRAHB5RRIBS
In 1916 the cranberry men called upon
advertising to bring relief to an Industry suffering from
over-production,

Chicago was selected as the site of

a test campaign and §23,000 was appropriated for newspaper
and outdoor advertising, oar cards nnd service work.

The

copy stressed quality, new ways of serving the fruit, and
how to economize on sugar— there being a sugar shortage that
year.

Consumers responded far beyond expectations.

The '

season closed with sales 47& per cent ahead of the previous
year; while Hew York, Philadelphia, Cleveland, where no
advertising was done, suffered a falling off in sales of
from 1 to 57 per cent.

Thin experience convinced the

executives of the American Cranberry Exchange that extensive
advertising was needed.

,

But in 1918 the first national advertising
campaign of cranberries was inaugurated, and
beginning about October 15 in the United States
and October 6 in Canada, §54,000 was spent for
advertising in a 30-day period. It was the
year of sugar regulation, every-where in the
United States the rillId fall and winter weather was
detrimental to the consumption of cranberries; the
'
trade was apathetic, and it was felt that cranberries
would he a drug on the market. To be sure there
was an advertising campaign on, hut the growers
were in the doldrums, and ro#E|rd@d other conditions
as insurmountable.

#
Then lot Cranberries b e ^ n to sell in
larger quantities then ever before nnd
by January were bringing: the record price
of $22.00 n barrel......... ..

■

In a word* advertising hat? not only Increased
the ceneuaptlon of erenberrlers, but' threugli'- "• "■
securing rrl'er distribution of the erop Has .
Stabilised the price.(l)

"

..

CITRUS PRUI?
.. ..Orange growing in California dates
back to the early history of thy otste but the nolentlflo
development of n market for the fruit, io a .ccaipn ntttvely
recent ..phenomenon*

In 1393 the growers were not

worried about the future of their industry*

little

The.m a r k e t .

woo, glutted ^‘Ith orange:>, and the ourpluo spread red ink on.

their books*

Borne improvement followed the.formation of

a marketing association* but dioontlofaction still prevailed
and' this organization was abandoned for another nnd.yet another#
The- California Fruit Growers Exchange...took shape in 1903,
That year some 8*000,000 boxes of oranges.were'sold#

The

output;remained fairly steady until 1907 v/hen advertising
was., started#
. .

The Exchange closed itr? 1931 season._with

a sales record of 25,860,682 boxes'of orangen, 5,256,556
,

.

($■)"'■

boxes, of lemons, end 1,038,576 boxer of grapefruit.

'

'

•

In spite

of.o. general business depression this output wn® by.far
the largest in history.

It in an expression of the cumulative

effect of $15,208,988 invested,' In. advertising, over a period

Tl)
(2)

Btnrch, ♦'principTc:; of AdvertioingM , pdA, reprinted 1
from Printer*0 Ink, Dotober 1921* p, 89
The History of the California Fruit, Growers Exchange,
R* M, MacCurdy, p* 15
Correspondence
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of twenty-four yearsj approximate!:' half of this amount

(1)
has been spent in the last five years *
The products of the Exchange have
always been publicized on a quality appeBl-delicious,juicy
oranges.

But in recent years it has been taken for granted

that the public is convinced of Sunkist quality, and the
sales strategy has been strengthened by health and ovher
appeals,...
Fruit has Iona been favorably looked
upon as^breakfast dish.

Beth the California Fruit Growers

Exchange started out to win favor for the orange that
other fruits enjoyed.

Orange spoons were given free in

exchange for orange wrappers.
results.

This approach brought desired

Then, in 1917, another change in consumer habits

was attempted,
.

.an
'
HDrlnkAorange” was suggested.

How

millions of people take their fruit from glasses and take,
not half an orange as formerly, but a whole orange.

The

housewife had to be shown good reason why she should serve
this more expensive fruit instead of apples or something
else.

Thus this switch to the health appeal and reason-why

copy,

"You aid health by drinking orange juice," said the

advertisements, "because It contains vitamins, mineral salts,
and fruit acids.
(1)

It aids digestion and stimulates digestion,"

Annual Report, of the General Manager of the California
Fruit Griwers Exchange, for the year ending October 31,
1931, Paul S. Armstrong, p, 20
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This selling argument was, however, based upon the findluge
of science; it was honest'.
Continued research uncovered other
dietary facts end these were introduced in 1927 end 1928
in the Acidosis campaign.
The readers of "liberty* for Hoveraber 12 heard
about Acidosis for the first time and had the
"Orange-lemon Paradox* explained to them.

.

Acidosis, science has found, was the condition
caused in the body by a poorly balanced diet containing
too great a proportion of "good and necessary but
acid forming foods (eggs, meats, cereals).* Acidosis
was found to be one of the reasons for headaches, colds,
and flu. More serious complications developed if the
Condition were allowed to persist.
"Strange as it may
aoid to the taste,
body and are among
and correctives of

seem oranges and lemons, though
are alkaline in reaction in the
the most potent prevent,stives
Acidosis."

With the courage of its convictions, Sunkist
advertising continued to urge the daily glass of
orange Juice, and the size of the glass continued
to grow in size as the Importance of drinking enough
orange juice became more fully realized.
The "drink an orange* of 1917 became "drink a glass
of orange juice a tiay" in 1928.(1)
1929 marked another step in the strategy of Sunkist
health advertising.

Considerable research had been made into

the relation of diet and oral health.

A scientist in the

middle West'i experimenting with people having good teeth
and people suffering from dental troubles, discovered a

A

•

■

■ ■

■ ‘

,

prevalence of mouth ilJLs among these whose diets lacked
sufficient amounts of vitamin C*
.

(1)

He found that ©range juice,
.

.

.

.

.

.

1

Sunkist Advertising and Merchandising Program Fothihe
1930-31 Season, W. B, Geissinger, p.3.
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especially when fortified with lemon juice, not only improved
tooth and gum ailments but had a general tonic effect upon
his patients;

therefore advertising published in 1929*30

featured Vitamin 0 for Health*
Father experimentation convinced the
scientist that Vitamin C present in oranges and lemons did
provide elements needed for the proper nourishment of teeth
and gums.

The results of his research were announced in

advertisements appearing in "The Saturday Evening Post* and
"Collier's" in 1930-31.
The "drink an orange* has become "two glasses of orange
juice every day*— with lemon,* Anil the reasons given
are more definite than those of 1917.
Sunklst research is not confined to oranges, nor to
health. The scientific reason for the. lemon hair
rinse is being advertised. The old-fashioned "grand
mother's remedy* for colds and flu has been given
medical sanction. Lemons are now to be included in
orange juice. Orange juice is almost universally
recommended by physicians from babies* fourth week.
In the search for new reasons, the basic one hns not
been overlooked. Oranges, lemons and grapefruit
will always be bought chiefly because they "taste
good*. Health la the silver-plated orange spoon
of today. It is the premium given to those who eat
citrus fruit. Appetite is fundamental*(l)
The advertising appropriation for the
1930-31 Sunklst campaign, based upon crop estimates, was
(2 )
$1,925,690.19, Five cents per box of oranges and ten cents
per box each of lemons and grapefruit goes into the advertis
ing fund.
1)
2)

Most of the sales making effort is nimed directly

Sunklst Advertising "& Merchandising Prograin, l93(!)-31 p. 3
Ibid., p. 8
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at the consumer, the appropriation being divided thusi

1.

Consumer work

2.
3.

Trade work
Overhead

74,6#
20*9%
4.5$
____ _ U )
XflO.ji

'

"Sunk!st advertising io carefully
planned to be at the time and place where its effect can be
most fully utilized,” says an executive of the California
Fruit Growers Exchange,

Advertising is concentrated at the

time of major production, during the winter months, and in
the territories of greatest purchasing power.

Summer sales

seem to take care of themselves•due to the American penchant
for refreshing drinks.

The "Vitamin C for Health” story is

made the dominant note of advertising but is presented under
six sub-headingst

Orange foods, Lemon foods, Child feeding.

Vitamin C, Lemon rinse (for the hair), and the Junior Extractor.
This last promotes sales of oranges and lemons by providing
■
'
'
'
,
a juice extractor for use in the home. "It's everything this
(2)
year’s Christmas Gift should be," says one advertisement,
A summary of the media used in the 1930-31
campaign follows:
Magazine Advertising,

Seven magazines

of national circulation are used, four of them women’s
magazines*- for women do 85$ of the buying.

Lengthy, reasin-

why copy is used to tell an^ educational health story and
TIT(2)

FEiT
Ibid.

pTT
p. 61
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color prodominates to make the fruit more appetizing*
Recipes and diet suggestions hnve an important place,

All

in all there were 132,§32,172 individual messages, of which
number 41,224,433 featured oranges, 71,145,495 featured
lemons, and the fruits shared attention in 20,562,244 of
(1)
them* The campaign is subdivided as follows:
Orange advertising
.
1, Orange foods
Orange juice for baby
Orange juice for adults
Orange salads
Orange desserts
Oranges and orange juice for breakfast
2* Orange health advertising ,
(a) Vitamin 0 (in combination with lemons)*
(b) Vitamin C as a cure for dental disorders
(in combination with lemons),
Lemon advertising
1, Lemon foods
.
(a) Lemon garnish
lb) Lemon in tea
(c) Lemon in salad dressing
(d) Gold lemonade
2. Lemon health advertising
(a) Vitamin C (in combination with oranges)*
(b) Vitamin C as a cure for dental disorders,
(in combination with oranges)p
3, Lemon beauty advertising
(a) Lemon hair rinse(2)
Street Car Advertising.

Car cards

featuring Sunkist oranges and lemons h-ve n daily audience
of 21,000,000.

They appear in every other street car in

the United States and Canada, except the states of Florida
and California,

Besides this national effort, a special

campaign in the principle West Coast markets features
grapefruit .

The s eries of car cards ran from December 1 to

(1) .'Annual Report of the General Manager, California Fruit

15
May 31.
Newspaper Advertising.

A campaign

aggregating 59 million mesoages appeared in United States
(1)
and Canadian newspapers beginning in November. Small
sized oranges, quantity sales and reasonable prices were
featured in three full-color ads in a Sunday supplement of
6 million circulation.

■

Extra sales pressure was.put behind

Sunkist oranges with the use of newspaper space in February,
this supplementary campaign running from four to eight weeks
in cities of various sizes and buying power, with a combined
circulation of 10+ million.

Local grocery and chain-store

advertising tied in with this national .advertising, sometimes
on the same days.
Outdoor poster Advertising.

This medium

carried three units:

the basic billboard campaign, the
(2 )
emergency campaign, the flu campaign. The basic campaign
echoed the magazine appeals, chiefly the food and health
aspects of oranges.

The emrgenoy campaign fortified the

supplementary newspaper effort to move the abundance of
smaller oranges at reasonable prices.

(2)
,
(l)

The third unit was*
)
l
(

Growers Exchange, 1931, p. 2b
"
Sunkist Advertising & Merchandising Program, 1950-31
P* 11
Annual Report of the General Manager, 1931, ps* 20

16
dlcplr.yed from nid-Januaiy to raid-March and recoraraended
hot lenondnde r v a flu remedy.
'

'

1

There was also a short; .

" '

'

cold lemonade campaign in July, which continued till
September in aone centers,

Red Ball designs were used

largely in the South. Sunlrict in Northern market:;.

On the

Pacific const billboards were used to boos* grapefruit
sales.
Spectacular illuminated'displays were
used in Kev: York, Chicago and San Francisco, and roster
campaign appeared on subway and'elevrteO railway station
platforms in the larger eastern cities,
’

Radio Advertising.

27 stations on the

Columbia broadcasting system reached major markets 'of the .
country with special messages supporting the effort to
■
df
sell small oranges -t moderate prices. The e cries of 16
half-hour programs began February 4 and were given each
succeeding Wednesday.
Educational Work.

More than four million

booklets and reprints reporting the findings of science
relative to citrus fruit and the diet were mailed to

(2 )
doctors, dietitians, health workers, etc.

Sunkist food

bulletins to the number of 2,860,100 were sent out for use
in school cooking classes.

Medical and dental colleges

received scientific material^ principally on Vitamin C,
and motion picture films were shown before interested groups.
Tbid.
Ibid.

p. 21
p. 22
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Dealer Service.

Approximately 125*000

calls were made, on retail stores and eating establishment®,
'

'

.

'

(

1

and 75,000 of these outlets provided with displays.

)

•'

Thirty

two field men called upon the trade to promote "better
merchandising methods, recommending the use o? smaller
orangen as an economy measure.

A direct-hy m i l program

extended the work of these dealer service men.
Trade, Technical nnd .Medical Journals,
Sunkist story appeared in six publications reaching the

The

\

(2 )
wholesale fruit trade, beside:: one chain-store tradd paper*
Two medical and four dental journals were employed to
publish facts about citrus fruit juice as a health-bringer.
Publicity stories.appearing in newspapers
and magazines enlarge the effectiveness of paid advertising.
It would seem that the California Fruit
Growers Exchange have utilized every available means of
increasing demand for its products.*

Surely the advertising

plan here outlined, based upon twenty-four years of
experience, is ns sound and complete as any that could be
cited..

It was designed to do a difficult nation-wide

educational and selling job,

.

COTTSUIER RESPONSE

What are the results of the two million
dollar advertising expenditure in 1930-31?

How did consumers

respond?
It is necessary first to emphasize
TT)

Ibid.

(2)

"Ibid.

p. 22

P. 22
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several facts about the appropriation, the crop and the

,

market♦
Facing one of the most depressed, buying povrer
conditions that this great American market
has ever known, with nearly 50# moro fruit than
is normally marketed in a twelve-month periM,
the grower members of the''California. Fruit Growers
Exchange on January 14th voted an additional half
million dollaro for orange advert1 sing to assist
in increasing consumer demand,....(1)
To market a 50 per cent larger crop the advertising
appropriation was increased 40 per cent.
On the one hand, then, a bumper output
of a product that is certainly not. a necessity; on the
other hand, national buying power much reduced.
.

'

In

’

the United States and Canada 167,000 cars of citrus

’

-

fruit were sold; that is 9,000 more cars than ever
before and 54,000 more cars than the year before.

The

citrus output of the California Fruit Growers Exchange
(lt*?-3c)
exceeded its earlier
output by 7,715,534 boxesS
In the face of adverse economic conditions
the enormous citrus yield was marketed and sold.
Consumers responded to the persuasive Sunkist arguments
and impelling suggestions, responded by opening tightly
closed pocketbooks for delicious fruit that would give
them better health, more appetizing meals, lovelier
hair and skin.

This in spite of the fact that—

Sunkist Advertising
(S

Ibid. p. 57

as will

Merchandising flans, 19dd-#l
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be seen in a later, chapter— one survey shov.-ed only 53 per
cent of consumers admitted having been influenced by citrus
fruit advertising*
Thousands wrote for additional information*
There were more th'n 60,000 direct recuests for booklets,
(1 )

eto#, from physicians and others concerned with health#
This response ic in sharp contrast with 4he 500 requests
received ten years ago,

Seles of mechanicaldcvices for

extracting fruit juice were approximately 3,100 Sunkist*
Senior extractors, 17,000 Suntist Juniors ($14,95 each),
(2 )
and 160,000 Sunkist glass reamers. This brings the total
number of •Sunkist, Senior extractors in use in the United
States and Canada to approximately 63,000, and the Sunkist
Juniors to 75,000.

There are also thousand□ of similar

devices being used which were marketed by independent
manufacturers,
Lower price:: greatly influenced citrus
fruit consumption.

Radio, newspaper and yolnt-df-purchase

advertising called attention ho the rock-bottom prices.

(1)

Annual Report of the General Manager, California
Fruit Growers Exchange, 1931,
22

(2)

Ibid,,

p. 23
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Advertising cannot take all credit
for 'increased consumption of citrus fruit, intensive
as that effort vas.

Food prices declined during the

period considered (October 31, 1930 to October 31,
1931).

Bureau of Labor statistics show that the per

dozen price of oranges fell from 66,8 cents as of
October 15, 1930 to 37,3 cents' as of October 15, 1931,
It is certain that this radical drop would cause
consumers to buy more oranges in the latter months of
the period considered since many people look upon oranges
as luxury fruit and lower priced oranges as bargains
not to be ingnored.
Herewith are charts showing retail
price levels for oranges end general food products
from 1919 to 1932,

Graff A represents index numbers

of 32 articles of food.

"

This index is computed on the

-.

:

basis of an aggregate of prices.
.'

'

'

"

'

-t,

E a c h price ie weighed
'

'

' '

' : (&)

by the quantity exchanged in the base year 1913,
AA represents the fluctuating price of oranges,

"

*

Graff
An index

number for oranges directly comparable to that for which
(1)
(2)

Statistics taken 'froig Monthly "Yahor Review, Bureau
of Labor Statistics,'U, S. Dept, of Labor.
Fairchild, Furnacei Buck; "Elementary Economics",
Revised Edition, Bol. I;
518-20
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draff

a

was oonatrueted could not be computed because

the necessary data io not available.
'

■

■■ - ■ :

-

Changes in the
■■

■

■

■

two curves .are similar in the first, second, sixf-h
-

(1 )

and twelfth phases of the twelve phases shown?

the

price per dozen of oranges was relatively greater than
the decline in the index of foods. , But there is no

way of determining how much influence this had on the
increased consumption of oranges. 'Hevarthell#*t there
is reason to believe that •‘•he large crop of this
year could not have been moved, even at lower prices
than those which had been obtained, without the influence
(2 )
of Exchange sales promotion campaigns. Relative to such
sales promotion activities, Professor X« T. Copeland
wrote in 1926i
The California Fruit Growers Exchange was formed
during a peridd of business depression, and its
subsequent prosperity was attained partly
because of the improvement in business conditions.
The methods adopted for grading, pooling, and
shipping fruit played a large part in the attain
ment of success by the cooperative society. After
making allowance for these factors, however, the
fact remains that the market was expanded by
■
,merchandising methods which stimulated wider and
wider demand rather than by price reductions..,..
(i j -A ^phaoc1 'as"'"'here used is ^representcd 'by the.line
connecting successive prices on the chart, thus,
the first phase means the line between the 1919
price and the 1926 price.
(2) a comparison of the wholesale index of all foods
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics computed with
1926 as the base year shown a decline of 15.9
points between 1930 and 1931. Computing the retail
price of oranges for these two years shows a
decline for the period tif 19.9 points. If wholesale

22

Although the amount spent for advertising
beGame larger in the aggregate, it was but
a small fraction of selling price of the
fruit* The total advertising appropriation in
1925 was about 0850,000, at the rate of 4^
cents per box of oranges and 7 cents per box
of lemons shipped by the exchange. It is
.:'ineeneeibable that a reduction in price of
lemons would have stimulate* demand as greatly
as was stimulated by the advertising.program
of the exchange.(ij
Professor Copeland*8 statements
are doubtless not less applicable in the depression
years of 1930 and 1931 when the advertising appropria
tions was advanced to 5 cents per box of oranges, 10
cents per box of lemons, and 10 cents per box of
grapefruit. ; ' •

■'

:

' ■' ■.'

questioned as to the part played
by the half million dollar extra advertising fund In
marketing the 1930-31 citrus crop, an official of the
California Fruit Growers Exchange replied:
This additional advertising was an important
factor in helping to market that year*s crop
and it is generally credited with enabling ue
to sell more oranges, rather than to result
in any increase in price under surplus
conditions*(2)

prices may be compared wiEk retail prices this shows
approximately the same relative declines between
orange prices and the index of food prices as indi
cated by the graffs and explanations givel Data
taken from the "Monthly, Labor Review*, Hay, 1932
p, 1243.
(Wholesale price index numbers, 1926=100).
(1) Comment by M» T. Cooelard, "Harvard'Business Reports",
" .Lea Angeles f
..3 ,"333#,
(2) R, s. Simmons, California Fruit Growers Exchange,
letter of April.29, 1932

(TT
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The tabulationa belcvr, showing
advertising expenditures and sales of citrus fruit
by the Exchange during the past decade, indicate that
there has been a close relationship between increase
or decrease In advertising and increase or decrease
in output, except that in the years of restricted
buying power, 1930*81, a larger advertising appropria
tion was needed to move a production smaller than the
1928*29 output.

Adv. Approp,
1920-21

14 mo* fiscal year).* #806,970
21-22 12 m o .}•»••»•••»«.».«
48?,822
22- 23 * "
......
878,332
23- 24 " "
.....
961,298
24- 25 w " ..............
809,927
25- 26 * *
989,514
26- 27 * "
1,066,358
27- 28 " "
..
1,231,721
28- 29 * w .............. 1,691,207
1,306,064
29- 30 * *
30- 31 * *
.. 2,171,181

(1)

Baxes
19,565,344
11,617,303
17,857,417
19,388,280
16,144,392
20,304,735
22,266,612
19,493,237
28^723,440
20,841,188
27,756,522^ 1

R, 3. Simmons, California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles; letter of April 29,1932,
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It has been the policy t© direet
advertising towards equating citrus fruit production
and consumption. And it should be repeated that
advertising has been aided in this task by lower
prices, better and-more complete marketing facilities,
well-established buying habits, and other factors.
But the year-by-year gain in output from 9 million boxes
in 1906 to 28 million boxes in 1951 could not have
been accomplished without the sales promotion activities
of the California Fruit Growers Exchange.

Supporting

thin iriew are three statements from exchange executives
given at three points in Sunkist history.

..
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Bari G. Bezell, later General Manager
of •'•ha California "Fruit, Growers Exchange, arid in 1914,
"Oranges have long since ceased to be a luxury, to be
bought by the.rich alone or only on fcetivc occasions,
and arc new r staple, rightfully considered an essential In
' (1 )
the every da;/ diet.*
In 1920 Don Francisco, then advertising
manager of the Exchange, said, "CoOoperative advertising'
has widened the grower’s market.....Oranges are not the
(2 )
rare luxuries today that they were twenty years ago.*
Further,
There was a tine when our own organization had few
oranges to ell during the sumner. Our orange/, were
chiefly iTnvels, which mature from December to May,
But finally we developed a cummer orange in California-thc Valencia--Tvhich matures from May to November,
Many people said the public wouldn’t eat oranges while
berries and other seasonal fruit were plentiful. But
our people leaned on their "old ally--cooperative
advertising, and how we sell almost^inany oranges in
the summer as in the winter.(3)
Paul s. Armstrong who succeeded Hr.
Francisco as advertising manager wrote in 1923 as follows:
Sunkist advertising rr a a threefold purpose,
First,--To increase the total consumption of oranges
and lemons.
Second,— To stimulate a consumer and trade preference
for the Sunkist brand of otanges and lemsons.
Third,— To reduce the cost of distribution through
(3)
promoting with the trade, better merchandising generally.
When it in considered that t h - total orange supply
in the United States an 3 Canada in 1921, the last
normal crop year, reached the huge total of 28 million
(Tj
(2)
(3)

Bahno Mabel Mac Curdy, "History of California Fruit
Growers Exchange,* p. 63
Don Francisco, "Co-operative Advertising* p. 9
Ibid., p. 15
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^boxcc (three quarters of xvhioh on:ne from California), It
is evident, thnt something more than mere oasslns faney or
opportunity to buy them wan responsible for every man,
woman end child, in these two countrie: , eating more than
four dozen oranges each during the year,
A consumption of this size demonstrates
beyond question that "’•he orange lr s emerged from the luxury
class with a great many people and is nor: esteemed by them
as an important and necessary article in their food require,(i>

ments.
-•CAUSES OF TV3SrC?T3B
The advertising put out by the California
Fruit Growers Exchange embodies t,h§oe elements which make
for maximum consumer response*

it will do well-to consider

them briefly.
For more than q generation Sunkiat has had opportunity
to test its •mea'ods. 'Thilc judgment will always
remain a deciding factor in the shaping of advertising
policies, Sunkist is more closely approximating n
scientific basis with every year's experience,(2)
What, then, is the ecifntifio basis?
Y/liot lessons in consumer response-getting can be drawn
from Sunkist experience?

i

<
In the first plrce ^he advertising is

hitched to a well-liked product, a product havin' a potential
daily consumption by people of all ages, and- conditions.
Adding to the natural and apparent virtues of the fruit,
science was called in end other qualities were found,

TIT
(2)

iHTdl pT“3
Sunkist Advertising on' Merchandising Program, 1930-31,
p, 4

2?
Second, the product is linked by
advertioing to basic hunnn desires and Interest5, as
below.

Appeals (from Hollingsworth) and headlines making

use of them are given:
(1 )
"Good to know such tempting t aste can mean
so much to health”-•Good Housekeeping ad,
circulation 1,819,568, July, 1931
(2 )
Appetite. "Watch eyes sparkle when they see this
new 9-minute dessert"— Delineator, January,

Health,

Money (economy). "How! California seedless oranges(3)%
at new low prices"— newspaper summer ad,
Y '
(4)
Esteem:, (popularity). "The smart host ess serves a
Lemon Garnish.,..for reasons chefs and
dietitians know"--Delineator, March 1931
(5)
Comfort.
"Nature invites you to cool off with
Lemonade"--Delineator, July, 1931

(6)
family affection. "You guard his health for life
when you plan his diet now" -- featuring
children— Woman1s Hone Companion, December,
1930
.
.
.
(7)
"Try this,. .i4* he is finicky about salad
dressings" — husbands referred- to here— :
Woman’s Home Companion, February, 1931

(8)

Adventure,. "From the tortured mouths of Vizcaino’s
Crew" --Saturday Evening Pert, November, and
December, 1930. Circulation 2,911,792.

Several of these headlines contain two
appeals skillfully combined.
(1)
(2
(3]
(4)
(5)
(6)

aunkist Advertising an
Ibid. p. 18
Ibid. p. 15
Ibid,
p. 31
Ibid.
p. 23
Ibid.
p. 27

The maternal instinct is
Merchandising Program, 1930-31 p. 4
(7)
Ibid. P.17
(8)
Ibid. p. 25
(9)
Ibid. p. 20
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capitalized, upon in ads picturing children and copy
recommending: orange juice fro- "babyhood.

All women desire
(1 )
to be beautiful so an ad promises "True hair beauty"
(The Woman*o Home companion for January) with the use of
lemons. Ads showing'pirate ships r-nd adventure is probably
'< .
-. - '
^
'i.
the best way to get men into the story of orange juice as
a preventative against; scurwy mouth.
Third, consumers are told how they will .
benefit by using the product.
some definite advantaget

Citrus fruit offers them

good teeth, vitality, refreshment,

beautiful hands," The advertising talks not so much about
the fruit itself but what it will do for people.

Recipes
Oi

arc given and suggestions as to how a woman can beAbetter
hostess or mother by serving citrus fruit.

The advertising
(2 )

offers service.

"Add freshness quickly to winter salads••.•

with easily prepard Sunkist grapefruit*

— Sunset Magazine,

circulation 300,000 on the Pacific Coast,

Winter salads,,.,

fresh....quickly...easily-prepared,..Sunkist grapefruit.
This is welcome hews to the housewife.

It tells her of

something they*11 like, something that can be fixed in a
jiffy.-

And the coupon says, "Send me the free booklet of

Grapefruit recipes— also "Sunkist Recipes For Everyday" V
Just mail the coupon— no stationery, no effort needed.
Service.
TTj
(2)

Helpfulness.

Ibid.
Ibid,

pT23
p.38

Women respond to it,
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This is not "charity adTertising*» not
a mere begging the reader to b u y h u t an act of showing the
reader how he will benefit himself if he does buy.

There

are no wasted words such n a "Help build California*, "Bade
in America” or “Buy it in this market"$ no falderol about
John Jones, the founder of, the movement: no pictures of the
plant, nothing like "This is the place where so many
thousand oranges are washed, stamped, crated and shipped each
day*.

It is all sincere, constructive advertising that

points out the quality of the merchandise and particularly
the advantages of using it— with no sly digs at the competition.
Some reasons for the elimination of
what is irrevclant in advertising and other notes on human
behavior are given in these paragraphs from a recently
published article:
"
Years ago sunklat advertising carried much California
atmosphere in its illustrations and showed pictures
of orange groves and snow-capped mountains. The
advertiser received so m n y letters inquiring about
the price of orange groves, the best tine of year
to visit California, and other subjects in which the
organization was not primarily interested, that it
finally eliminated all such counter-attractions.
:It simply showed a simple glass of orange juice or
a plate of orange salad. Except for the plate or
the glass there wan little to distract the readers
attention from what we were selling.(1)
'

-

’

Phrases such ns "He1a a lemon* or "Hand him a lemon*
never helped sell our California lemonn. In fact,
we have had to live down thin joshing of-^hc lemon by
picturing it. in a fashionable atmosphere, by suggesting
the use of lemon with tea, as a granish for meats •
and fish, and other similar uses.

(1) ‘'Informative Advertising Heeded How, More Than Bverf
by Don franoisco,
P. I. Feb.4, 1932 p, 3-6
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Fourth, the advertising is continuous,
complete and well directed.

Year in and year out» the

public is constantly remined of Sunkist fruit.
pressure ia exerted when .necessary.

Advertising is curtailed

in the summer season when no4 so much is needed.
timed, well-aimed.

Extra

It is

A special flu campaign in winter; "drink

lemon1'de" posters when weather is hot.

Viomen constitute

the largest audience and get the biggest part of the
appropriation because they are the purchasing agents of the •
home.

But for fountain sales the appeal is general since

all people are prospects.

Much effort is given to winning

children's fn.vor, for habits developed in youth continue*
7/6^ ads informal Instructor, and Primary Plans* urge, "Teachers,*
send coupon for FREE Wall Chart and Textbook on the California
Citrus

Industry* and "1st, 2nd, 3rd grade Teachers Send -

coupon for Free Supplementary Readers to be colored-in
. (1 )
by children” . Doctors and dentists arc shown the therapeutic
effects of the fruit and are urged to reccmment it.
arc valid and hacked by evidence.
that could be."called into cuestion.

Claims

No'statement is made
There is an adroit use

of color to ■strengthen the appeal to appetite, and to suggest
the cheer which the fruit might bring tc users.
are influenced by colors.

Consumers

The branding of each orange with

"Sunkist" is in itself a powerful tool for developing
(1)

Sunkist Advertising & T.Terchanciising Program, 1930-31 p, 55
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consumer recognition, connumer preference, consumer demand.
It is a silent salesmen trusting home a favorable impression
every tine an orange in used.

All units of n campaign

dove-tall-together, making it a solid and invulnerable
sales attack.

Sunk1st advertising constitutes a balanced

program carefully designed to get action' from millions of
consumers*

FASHION ADYHRTISirG

_"

There are limits to v.-liot. advertising
can .accomplish, even co-operative advertising.
do not always respond.

Consumers

Sad and expensive examples of

consumer Indifference -ere seen in the unsuccessful attempts
by advertisers to fight fashion trends,

Professor Paul H*

TTystrom declares that “since 1900, several excellent lines
of men’s apparel have been steadily advertised to the public,
with the result that general consumption of men’s ready-made
apparel has gone further than it would if there had been
no such advertising," (1)

But this success la co-existent

with advertising failure in a kindred merchandising field,
women’s apparel,

'
;f v
1
'
In 1909 'here appeared n tendency away

(2)
from the billowy style in clothe" for women.
began to shrink.

So did sales -cf yard goads.

f

Skirt* styles
B y .1912 the

hobble skirt was “an old American cost&ma" and cloth
makers viewed the fashion with alarm.

They decided that

. something must be done tonsil more merchandise, an idea
/seconded by hat and dress manufacturers and others in the

,
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clothing bus inon o.

They went into confer elide and .agreed

that the "pannier skirt* nos a atop 'in the righ4- direction*
Thi':; skirt'Made use 'of .50^ more Material ’
.by"bunching cloth
at the waist in three places.

It was the c V h.obblc skirt

decor-ted superfluously.
Thousands of dollars were .raised to
promote the fashion,

Paris designers pledged their

co-operation; the pattern men trade patterns for sale to thrifty
housewives; retr.tiers bought liberal stocks of the skirt
"that had made such a hit in the stylo centers",

Paris,

London end Hew York actresses y?erc hired to parade in "‘•he
new crcetions',
:

Well-written articles appeared in fashion
jV

' *

magazines. Everybody anticipated n brilliant future for
the pannier skirt.

Profits would be rwde from it.

But

■j

alas! the fashion didn’t take.
Consumers were no’, ever mildly interested in pannier
skirts*• They had their own ideas about what they
wanted to wear, and another instance of Mie futility
of trying to change n major trend in consumer demand
(l)
by the means a°railable to business passed into history.
Behold here a well organized co-operative
campaign entereJtinto by many producers in the same and
closely allied industries.
right in every respect.

It was complete and apparently
' "I'
But it was not well aimed. It

attempted the impossible— to alter the fashion cycle which
seems t o •operate in line will: basic human tendencies,

This

paper mentions several projects in which advertising has
been used to educate buyers,
Tl) Paul it. Mystrom*
(2) Ibid. p. 11
(1)

Ibid.

p. 12

"Bat More Cranberries",*
1

"Economics.of fashion"

p, 418
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"Kodak as you go", chew wrigley’s "after Every Meal", &4,
%
But these and other successful educational campaigns
.
'
^f^^with, and not counter to, human desires.
There have been many attempts in the
past fifteen years to re-introduce the fashion for women*s
suit! shirt waists and separate skirts.

By and by these
'
fashion may come quite naturally into vogue again} if so,
proper advertising would doubtless increase consumerdemand*
v When advertising and sales promotion are applied in
the sales of goods in fashion there is success• When
advertising and saleu promotion ride in with the
tide of fashion, they undoubtedly supplement each
other effectively.(1)
'

Since the war interest has declined
(2 )
in fashion
jeoelry. Manufactueree
‘
A have tried J-o stimulate
consumer de"and with advertising.

Other jewelry fashions

are evident but not those advertised.

Capitalistso

interested ir Ostrich farms have been unsuccessful in
artificially creating a'market for their plumes.

Here is

the experience of ciuwfet., Peabody & Co., Inc.s
During the past few years this company has made
several attempts to boster the falling sales of
starched collars but has found xhat even the most
carefully prepared advertising cannot be of much avail
a -ainst a well-intrenched style trend.(3)
Recent changes in men’s buyin' habits,
for instance the demand for collar attached shirts and-

TIT
[2)
3)

iHdl

p. 16

Ibid. p. 13
Printers* Ink, Dec. 3, 1931, "Arrow Tries a Hew
Pulmotor for the Starched Collar", editorial, p. 81
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and derby hat3, started Independent of

advertising but,

once started > advertising tea sneoesafnliy been used to

accelerate consumer response*
Advertising to. not. p' nagic force.

It

hao nn hypnotic pevrer to teko^ possession of r.'en1s villa*
The best advertisement positive could be only m

announcement,

n mere explanation of vhat .the..product le, what:iIt will do,
how much it costa, and where it racy be obtained— if readcro
choose to buy.

It cannot put. money into empty pooketbooks*

Its effect upon business conditions, stomach c a p a n i a n d
traditions in Infiniteasim.nlly small,

Inter in t.hir paper

it will be emphasised that effective 0 dvertiriny must
recognize 'he mental rnd financial limltntiono of consumero*
Here attention In called *0 .a statement of Dr, Hyatrom
that
Consumers wants for all ela-nen of goods are
definitely limited by several factors among
which may be mentioned
(11 pureh-slng power,
(2) physical lir.ite of consumption,
(3) ohanging living conditions,
(4) the competition of other roods nerving the
same purpose or even different purposes,
(5) changin'; consumer testes,(1)
The fifth factor listed above hno been
touched upon in •
‘he proceeding discussion of fashion
advertising. The first factor, purchasing power, needs no
(I }'Taul.H*.Hystrom, is Tivdood^'-o A suae "That Consumer
Wants are Insatla'lo?" Bulletin of ‘he Taylor Society,
April, 1930, p* 01
* .
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elaboration,

as

to the physical limits of consumption it

is apparent that
The best advertising and sales pra-xotion in the
world cannot, .sell a man another meal just after
he has had one, nor can the. beat sales promotion
increase the consumption of bread or of fruits
or of meats appreciably except at the loss of
sale of other food products.(1)
The human stomach can hold only so,
much— about 20 ounces--and, though more expensive foods
may be introduced, the ouantity used at any one time
cannot be increased indefinitely.
As a matter of fact, Americans are
eating less than they did n score of years ago.

Heals

are simpler, and housewives spend less tine in the kitchen,
resorting more to easily-prepared foods.

That oranges

lend themselves so readily to quick salads, breakfast
dishes, between-meal lunches and drinks is unquestionably
a reason for their increased consumption.

One function

of Sunkist advertising is to tell people that oranges
will meet their demand for convenient foods— in accord
with changed living conditions.
The average f amily can use .only, so many beds, overshoes and theatre tickets.

As buying power

increases it can be persuaded *•.o buy a second automobile,
a third bathtub, another radio.

But even millionaires tire of

too many autumobiles, baths, and radios,

.

An increase in the consumption of one
food is frequently balanced by a falling off in the use
of another food,
TXT

Ibid,

For instance, citrus fruit and bananas,

p. 83
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"backed by advertising, bad a wider market while,apples
were on the decline.

An increase in purchases of oonert

thicketo by one family would p r oMhly reduce expenditures
for golf or the movieo,'
.

' ''

'

i-:

, ■

Consumers responding to advertising for

one product, then,-may mean a. lessened response to less
effective or less extensive/advertising for another product—
or of non-advertised but worthy p r o d u c t s . I t follows that
too much advertising is not productive. All right to
■
V:: ■
: .
■■■'•. '
'
advertise all the traffic will bear, but recognize that it
will bear only so much.

Brick makers, stucco makers

••

and lumbermen launching cooperative advertising campaigns
simultaneously would doubtless find their efforts nullified,
with no producer getting a larger percentage of the market
than before.

Still the building tradds as a whole might

prosper— at the expense of automobiles.
;

It has been said that community

advertising was more effective when not oo many cities were
doing it.

The principle applies.to other types of co-opera

tive selling effort#

And -a number of writers "view with

alarm" this wide.spread use of co-operative advertising.
In;"Your Money^s Worth?.we are asked to
; . -

'

... .reud, the true story of_how the Rational
Krauw Packers •’ Association^ assessing themr : .:
selves 50 cents per ton of cabbage, has made
America saupr-kraut conscious in four short
years...and increasing consumption 20 per cent.
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Bead how the American Face Brick Association
has increased production 250 per cent since
1920..,,, how the Joint Ooffee Trade Ooramittee
has pried 4 pounds per annum of additional
coffee into the great American coffee pot?
how the Sun-Maid Balein ©rowers have seduced
threefold more purchasing power in their
direction.fl)
Betail clothiers are informed hy one of their
leaders that they muot be prepared to spend
6 per cent of their receipts for advertising,
roughly #100,000,GOO..,.fhe shoe industry is to
spend $1,500,000 in a 3-year campaign to bring
the number of shoes per capita back to the 1914
basis,
'
A recent summary of trade association activities
(October, 1926) reports 69 industries actively
engaged in cooperative advertising, with .9 more
industries about to enter the field. Lumber
manufacturers have raised $4,000,000 for a 5-year
program. Undertakers are getting ready to sell
more expenisve coffins through national advertising.
This summary carries a picture of the consumers
dollar, with 78 arrows directed at its circumference
representing the 78 industries already organized
to compete for it.(2)
Yet these campaigns may have been and
doubtless were undertaken with a full knowledge of the
limits of advertising.

They undoubtedly were based upon

scientific market analyses.

And it is probable that every

one of the 78 cooperative interprises were movements with
and not contrary to prevailing trends, and that, in spite
of the number of participants, each campaigns may have been
destined for success.

Or, many of these campaigns may have

been started not, to get new customers but to retain former1
2

1)
2)

Clinse & Slink, "Your iconey^s Worth*,
Ibid. Pgs. 36-7

p.
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customers,

Cooperative advertising is not, seldom

instituted as a defense movement against aggressive
sales effort by rival factions.

Success cannot always

be measured by extent of new business gained but by the
volume of old business held.

The point to be made here

is that consumer demand for any good is not insatiable.
There is, therefore, a limit to the volume of advertising
which can profitably be used to stimulate this demand.
It should be said in this connection
that advertising results cannot always be figured on the
books of the advertiser.

There is an intangible, indeterminate

response to good advertising— a higher Standard of living.
Bruce Barton lists four things modern advertising can an'’
does dos
'
Advertising is and has been a great force in mass
production and.,.has helped to make possible
better and better goods at lower and lower prices•
The second thing that advertising does is to save
i time and, of course, time is life.
r
The third thing advertising con do is to stimulate
ambition and desire, and these are really the main
springs of progress.
Hie fourth thing that advertising can do and does
do is to hold up before modern business a standard
and an ideal.(l)(
)
l

(l)

Bruce Barton, "#our Main Accomplishments of Modern"
Advertising,"
Printers’ Ink, Oct. 3, 1929

/
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PART III

EA5TMAB KODAKS
George Eastman was compelled to educate

the public to the use of his product#

In many respects his

advertising was similar to that of the California Fruit
Growers Exchange,

The basic ideas behind both* are continuity

of effort and satisfactions which result from using the
product.
(1 )
Kodak wp.o born in June, 1888, It was
a revolutionary step in picture-making.

The old equipment

wo.a cumeraome and expensive.ond too complicated for the
amateur to operate.

Printing ond developing was a nuisance,

Eastman began at once to tell people about his product,
emphasizing its simplicity.

Here is his first ad which

appeared on a quarter-page of Scribner’s for March, 1889;
The Kodak
Anybody can use the Kodak, The operation of
making a picture consists simply of pressing a
button. One hundred instantaneous pictures are
made without re-loading. Ho dark room or chemicals
are necessary, A division of labor is offered,
whereby all the work of finishing fhe pictures
is done at the factory, where the camera cap be
sent to be reloaded. The operator need not learn
anything about photography. He can ’’Press the
button”--we do the rent,-— The Eastman Dry Plate
and Film Company. Price $25.00, Rochester, H. Y,
’’You press the butt on--we do the rest" became the slogan
around whi6h the advertising was built.

Despite the

novelty of the notion of people owning $ picture-making
equipment and taking pictures consumers responded to the

JT)

Printers Ink. Mar. 25, 1932.
Kodak & Advertising Continuity,

"
p. 61
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o

•

•

well-planned advertising r-nd bough4- Kodaks,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

It w-*>s

.

educational advertising; it told and sold,

In 18^d\ as

business developed, Eastman ads appeared in general magazines
Then in 1899 this announcement was made to dealers:
"Our general advertising for 1899 Is heavier then
ever before. We are using magazine space liberally,
almost lavishly. We are constantly hammering
away at the public, telling about the simplicity
of the cartridge system, and the convenience of the
Pocket Kodak.(1)
In 1903 the company announced a
correspondence course in photography free to those owning
a Kodak or a Brownie camera.

It included instruction in

developing, toning, printing and other technicalities of
the art.

Six years later Eastman ventured on another pioneer

ing enterprise--he went to the farmer with his product,
disregarding those who said his ads would be greeted with
derisive comments about "that new contraption from the city*.
The kind of human interest informative
copy used to acquaint farmers with the Eastman Kodak is
shown below.

Definite and helpful suggestions are given

the reader and it is pointed out that the product is easy
to use.

The advertisement is designed with, specifically.

Farmer Smith in mind,
(picture of "Grandpa cracking butternuts")
(2 )
KODAK OM THE FARM
Story-telling pictures-— such ao Grandpa cracking
butternuts— -are the sort you*ll always hold precious.
That’s sentiment. Selling pictures of your cattle,
m
(2')

Ibid. p. B3
:
:
George Burton Hotchkiss, "Advertising Copy", p. 368
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#

horse5, sheep, or hogs; recording pictures of the
comparative growth of crops from year to year--ar@ the
kind you want for practical use on the farm. And
that's business,
Kodak gives you pictures the easiest way,as your
dealer can sho-:’ you— and by means of the autographic
attachment each negative is complete eten to date
and title. You111 be quick to put to purpose this
exclusively Eastman feature. — Autographic Kodaks .
06.50 up. Eastman Kodak Co. Rochester, IT. Y.
Year after year new converts were made,
the market widened.

L. B. Jones, advertising manager,

said in 1918, "Fron the very beginning down to this day
and hour there h s been just one purpose in Kodak advertising*
to sell +he idea of photography, the art of making pictures.
Everything is subordinate to putting across the. pleasure
of Kodakery."

Again in 1930, "In forty ye^rs Kodak has

never let up in continuity effort or volume."

In fact, in

a recent tabulation Eastman Kodak scor'd third among all
advertisers in the number of consecutive advertisements
run.

One magazine carried Eastman ads once each week without

interruption for 1146 weeks.(1)
During the summer of 1930 Kodak staged
a photographic contest which brought thousands of entries.
The response must have been profitable to the company for
in 1931 another contest was announced, this time inter-national

(1)

Ibid,

p, 63
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In scope with #100,000 In prizes.

It wns said "to be

the largest contest in geographic scope ^nd. the amount of
prizes ever sponsored by a national or international
advertiser.*

‘
Eastman had mapy imitators and competitors

In this country but the market whic he created and widened
he held.

Kodak holds a virtual monopoly in the industry

ard advertising is one of the major reasons, although
a protective tariff has thwarted the incoming of foreign
rivals.
product.

Here again the advertising promotes a worthy
Besides its virtues rlready mentioned--eont1nuIty

and emphasis on the resvlts of using the product— -It is
full of human interest--pictures of people like ourselves
.

doing interesting things.
not in the future.

It is aimed to get action now,

It offers the reader a service— free

booklets on Kodakery, useful suggestions, courses of instruct
ion, contests he can take part in.

The copy avoids

superlatives, makes no exaggerated claims.

The name, "Kodak",

probably has been a great factor in winning consumer response,
Mr, Eastman said he chose it because it was "short, different
yet easy to remember, and a name others would not be

(1 )
likely to copy".
PART IV.

'LIES TTToTTRATTCE

'

'

Intangibles are hard to soil. Consumer
.
:
'
response is more certain when the thing can be seen or
experienced.
(l)

The idea of protection is difficult to lodge

0 __________________
Printer’s Ink. March 17, 19^^* "George Eastman"is Dead*
p. 49, editorial
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in unimaginative minds— and moat of us are unimaginative*
insurance companies are, generally speaking, vacillating
and spasmodic in the matter of advertising.

When the

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company pondered an -advertising
/

career it was, of course, advised against it.

Then Everyone

was convinced that life insurance could not be advertised,
Robert Lynn Cox, president of Metropolitan
Life, states that the company did not begin advertising
'

.

.altogether out of a desire to make sales,
already increasing*

Sales were

The company felt, it had a helpful

service to offer, the public, having W d e studies df human
mortality and its causes.

*And,* said Mr, Cox, "it seemed

to us that we could get in closer touch with humanity
(1 )
through advertising.”
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
had done considerable health and welfare work.

Its

advertising cuite naturally followed this track.

Practically

every ad is a story about some ill to which flesh is heir,
and readers are invited to obtain further.information
and protection by,writing for booklets offered by the company.
Among the subjects mentioned in the advertising arc heart
troubles, cancer, tuberculosis, venereal disease, dental
afflictions, nursing and child welfare, core of the home,
budgeting, illiteracy.
IT)

One ad in thin last category was

Robert Lynn Cox, Printers* Ink. October
p. 3. "Does Unselfish Advertising Pay?"

,

24

1929

*
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bended "How I can Read!"

In less than 30 days 4,260

requests for help for the illiterate were received,

Tens

of thousands of people have written In for help and advice
not available to them from other sources.

Said Hr, Cox,

"When an advertisement on the care of the teeth
brings letters from oil parts' of the world to us,
and we con supply them v/ith almost 70,00© copies
of the advertisement and several thousand copies
of the pamphlet referred to in the advertisement,
we realize we rare getting the sort of results we
are after.
-•..
'*
The ads are not written from the sales
point of view.

People are more interested in themselves,

their own health* how they eon keep themselves well, than
in the claims paid by an insurance company in any year.
By using information vital to people the company feSlo
it gains not only in reader interest hut in koth/intangible
results.

In 1928, it distributed 43,220,186 pieces of health

literature.

Magazines used totaled a circulation of

76,000,000 in the United States and Canada.

These

health messages in themselves did an inestimable amount of
good.

In fact, the company believes it is hardly necessary

to ask whether this advertising paid or not.
But it evidently did pay.

For the company

believes that, as a result of its advertising and health
service and co-operation with other health agencies, it
has actually lengthened human life.

At any rate 66,000 fewer

of its policy-holders died in 1928 than would have died
under the death rate of 1911, the first year mortality
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statistics were recorded by the company•■■■■■ This means an
average of ten and a half yearn added to the-average
life of policy-holders, and a saving in claims of
518,766,000 over what would have been paid had ■‘•he 1911
death rate prevailed in 1928.

Mr. Cox states further,

"We do not, of course, believe that, our
advertising has been the sole cause of decreasing
death rate, but it tiertninly has had an appreciable
effect, .Surely, therefore, the experience of the
company shows that health promotion work has paid
the 25,000,000 policy-holders, who are owners of
our company and v.ho get all the savings r/c; can
make in the cost of their insurance, through
lengthening the average huar-n life."(l)
The company'asked for a vote as to
whether it should discontinue the advertising.
voted overwhelmingly in the negative.

Readers

Salesmen in the

field report that the advertising has materially helped
them.
What made the ^advertising of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company so effective?
writer lists first, a product of sound worth.
written from the reader’s point of view.

Again the

Again, copy

"It has been

the sort of advertising that seems to make the happiness
(2 )

and the good will of the prospect of prime importance,*
Again, continuity, repetition.

Again, a program balanced

and supported by proper follow-up material, community
co-operation, personal help, movie films and exhibitions, etc,

TTT

iHTZ

p7~5

(2)

Ibid.

p. 3

:
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All litv'mttirc in honeirt, authoritative— no hoaotlng, no
higb-presaurin$., no teaoinz.
.

;

Every advertioenent, to e
-v .

at raif'Thtforward' and conservative story with illuat rat lone
in haxf.'iony,
'The n do nro aitaod a t specif ic and
There is no attempt.to blanket the entire circulation with
one appeal.

Each ad tells n complete story but It is

directed to n oomparativaly .siaall group.

Here is one

adrlreoaed to mothere of small children, he redone for folks
who cannot read, while another tries to-interestdlabetee
ouffereo exclusively.

There io n saying anong'.'edvertiaing

men that goes ao^e^hlng like thin, ’'llillionot one eon* for preventative:!,n

for cured but

If hae been found that

people are little inclined to spend money to word off
disease although they gladly pay for treatment after the
trouble hits them,

Examination of ^he Metropolitan Life

Insurance advertising rill show that this characteristic
human v ec-knens is not overlooked»

The copy nsn'j'.ias, tbeu^H

it tactfully does net admit, that the reader is subject
to the condition mentioned,
PART V.

'

BERHA-OHAVn
When no Balecmen •:are needed to get

dealers to stock a product that is an Ini 1cet ion— and

;

an impreo. ;ivc indication— that consumers are responding
to the advertising.

There arc a ourprisingly largo number

of shaving creamo on tho market today.

Druggists complain
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that too much branded merchandise on their nhelTea tie-up
capital and' reduce profits.
missionary salesmen.

They turn a deaf ear to

Yet here is a comparatively new

shaving cream so skillfully advertised that it is making
rapid advances into an over-crowded field without salesman.
"And wo don’t make our advertising urge people >o buy,"
states C. H« Odell, president of the Burma-Vita Company,
U)
manufacturers of a brushless shoving cream.
The company began with reason-why
copy which Advertising experts declared would sell thousands
of pounds of cream.

But the experts were wrong.

One day

the president’s son asked for $200 to invest in road signs,
was given ridicule and finally the cash.

The signs, in

series of six red and white boards, were placed along
roads leading into Albert Lee, Minnesota, a town of about
10,000 with'eight drug stores.

Bach board carried a word

or two of some such jingle as "Shaving brushes, you’ll
soon see ’em ’way down south in some Susfceum,

"Burma-Shave" •

Or, "So cheap, by heck, that now the Scotch can shave their
neck.

Burma-Shave."
*

shaves it off.

Or, "He spreads it on, rubs it in,

-

See hi - grin.

,’

Bum-Shave". Even, "Though

tough the beard thmt nature gave, it shaves like down with
(%)
Burma-Shave",
a a
_
'"
• • ••
•
_____________
TTJ "Jfo" Salesraen-'-ifo Reason Why Sopy— Sales Increase"
>.I. Mar. 3, 1932. pi 17
C80 P.I. by C. M. Odell
i
gives these jingles from memory and upon
little reflection altho It is more than a year since he
has seen any of the signs. Perhpas this is an indication
oi tnelr power to li&preas passers-by.

!
•
-
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Men began asking at eight drug stores
for Burra»8hnve.
•

■

;

Repeat calls were made,

-

■

-

'

from that -time on
.

■

the advertising History was- one of expansion.

'

"

That year,

in 1926, total soles : ere .§25,000$ in 1931 they reached
$385,000 and the company texpecto a volume of at least
$400,000, this year.

Burma-Shave signo appeared first

in Minnesota, then Wisconsin, Iowa and Illinois.

. .

They

arc conspicuous now in 33 states, and the yearly advertising
appropriation is $100,000,

.

,.

After the signs arc set up near a city
dealers ask the wholesaler for the privilege of stocking the
product.

Customers come in and demand Bunaa-Shave.

This

is consumer response of a very definite and traceable kind.
By generating this demand for their shaving cream the
Burma-Vita Company does away with the crew of contact
men usually employed by manufacturers to wsell" and bedevil
retailers. .

.
Road sign success led to small space

in ^Collier’s" and.other magazines.

Drawings reproduced the

signs and jingles on successive pages, but c-noumcrs did
not respond to this form of advertising.VThey would not
turn the pages for the complete message.

So a slightly

different appeal is made now in Inrger magazine ads.

Street

car cards are used with success in Chicago but •he bulk of

1-V .

the appropriation is invested out-of-doors,

'A:;r?ide light on consumer response is
seen in the fact that imitators of the Bunna-Shave sign idea
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fail to attract the public.

People seen to credit. Burraa-Ghave

with originality ?md resent piracy.

Similar signs h-'-ve

sold little" merchandise for other manufacturers,

WMeh

might illustrate the folly of using "Eventually— why

X

'

not now* for products other then Washburn-Crosby flour.
The president of the company attributes
repeat sales to the quality
of
.
- his product and the advertising
■
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

which keeps reminding users thrt Burma-Ghnve gaye them
shaving satisfaction.

He condemns exaggeration and "strong-

arm11 methods with
"We'have 'great faith in 'he power of -‘
-ood humor.
Instead of moving our arms, giving sefenty reasons
why people should buy our products we content ourselves
with our little jingles which make many people
smile and which have the quality of sticking in
the mind. Somehow they have proved a lot more
convincing than all the high pressure sales arguments
that we might use.(l)
Nevertheless this use of humor is oftfen Questioned:
Frivolity has no place in aadvettising. Nor has humor.
Spending money is usually serious business. This
does not apply to amusement advertising, but it
does to all other forms. Money represents
life and work. It is highly respected. To most
people, spending money in one direction means
skimping in another,' So money-spending usually
has a serious purpose,(2)
It depends upon .the product.

Shaving

cream is a low-priced necessity, and men would buy such
a product without much counting of cost or weighing of
motives.

Walter Bill Scott says:

• The general public responds more readily to
suggestions than to arguments; hence in dealing

irr
(2)

ISW.

p. 17

r—

Claude Hopkins: "My life in Advertising’1, p, 179
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with this large group it is usually wise to
construct the copy according to this habitue1
method of response of the general public,(1)
“Jingles have been for years an important
factor in the magazine advertising of Campbell^ soup
(2 )
and other products"•
There was the famous Phoebe Snow
series of car cards used to gain patronage for the
(3)
Lackawanna Railroad, of which here is an examples
Said Phoebe Snow about to go
Upon a trip to Buffalo
"Hy gown keens white both day and night
Upon the Road, of Anthracite."
The Burma»Vita executive asserts* ('4)

■

You do not. have to high' press arc the public to
get it to buy.....The advertiser who makes a
lot of glowing promises whidh"suggest miracles,is
laying himself open to a lot of consumer
disappointment.

Sbo. Burton Hotchkiss, "Advertising'copy" pp. 416-7
Ibid, p, 415
.
:
.
Copy' =+'=.,
Taken from "Otdoor Advertising the M o d e m Marketing
Force", p. 38
■
°

CHAPTER II
RECENT ADVERTISING- PHENOMENA
P.mT I .

ADVERTISING COBTESTS
The contest an a sa3.es promotional

measure if, not Mew,

For years it has "been us@d--quite

successfully— to induce greater effort from salesmen.
H oyt its increasing use by advertisers is apparent.

The

foremost contest authority states thest "Prize offerings
by newspapers, magazines and national advertisers in 1931
reached the sura of $6,000,000 •. .and in 1932 the total
cash spent by sponsors of national competitions amounted
(

to approximately $100,000,000.

1.)

The March 15th Issue of contest "trade
paper" listed 226 advertisers and publishers holding
contests to stimulate consumer response.

Questioned as to

whether contests were found to be effective in nr king
sales the editor replied that, "while we have no definite
data, we feel that the fact that many of our national
advertisers are repeating with prize offers, is rather
12)
convincing for the affirmative,"
To this statement at least one head
'

of a large advertising agency takes issue $
Anyone who has ever operated a retail business—
wherein the acid test of advertising results in
swift and sure— knows as the A* B, C. of exper
ience that contests and cash prizes are among the
moat futile of all merchandising expedients^(3)1
3
2
(1)
(2)
.
(3)

National Contest Hews Department of1 ^fhe ga;1 ^rancfsco
Hews", April 7, 1932.
Editor "The National Contest Hews", letter of April 21,
1932.
Theodore F. MacManus, "Blind Leadership," Advertising
and Selling. April 14,1932. p, 19
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Contents make capital of fundamental
human desires.

People like to play, to compete,‘to gamble.

Everyone remembers the popularity of ‘•..he Ouigi Board, Mah
Jong, miniature golf,backgammon and nor contract bridge.
Contests meet with considerable public response.

The

authority quoted above declare', "available figures reveal
that there are more than 12,COO,000 enthusiasts-who
participate in prize contests.”

A Tucson music house in

1928 staged a puzzle contest, publicized only in local

11)
newspapers,,which attracted 2300 contestants.

' k-

'

.

’

There wore

..

but six prizes offered on a basis of ^he most artistic
solution of the puzzle.
a non-stop endurance run

As essay contest relatiye

to

an Essex car drew 6,000 entries

on a total cost of $5,000 including publication space'
(2)
and prizes . ,„
'•
,• ", .
A California concern has built up a
business of almost $1,000,000 a year through the use of
(3)
contests. Magazine space is used +0 get readers +o suggest
names for v. soap, tooth paste, or dusting powder soon to be
brought out.

Attractive prizes are offered for a number

of the best names.

This part of th* contract is carried

out, but. contestants are then asked

take part in another

contest involving fir., sale of the company1s products.
Toilet articles said to value $3,75 are offered for $1#
The winner in this group of contestants in determined on
an adding machine basis.

Contests of this kind are open

to question in that the original announcement is, in a sense,
(1)
(2)

Mr. Clark, Fischer Music Co., Tucson, May 2, 1932
Traoy--Locke--Dawaon, Inc., Dal&ap, Texas, letter of
April 27, 1932.

k
misleading,

national legislation 1

prohibit, this type of sale*.

being proposed to

This thesis is concerned

with bona-fide contests by reputable advertisers as part
of .their sales-mabing effort.

The fact that response tb

contest appeals is sufficient to build such a volume of
business fdr the Califfcrnin house is impressive.

The

firm spends $100,000 a year for direct mail follow-up
material alone,
-

•
questionnaires were sent to eighteen

national advertisers recently holding contents.

Nine replies

were received and these, with .one exception, indicated
faith in ‘■he effectiveness of this form of advertising.
Results from a sales standpoint depend upon a number
of considerations which make it impossible to arrive at
conclusions applicable in all cases.

The number of contestants

is not always an index of 'he power of the contest to
influence sales,
From the experience of a large mail
order house in a home furnishings contest, offering $10,000
in prizes and attracting 750,000 replies, on executive of
the company writes, "We hove been unable to check any definite
increase in number of customers or added volume from old
customers as a result of this or any other contest.,,I
think the contest was valuable from an institutional

(31 liugh! Crane, 11Can Prize-Contests Advertising Be Defended^*
May 1, 1932, p. 25
/
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standpoint, as it vci-y definitely emphaeiaed tha value of
a dollar•at cur store*11
A eoapsny raarmfscturln^ electric
refrigerators, on the other hrfjl, reportn a 95 per cent
increase In sales no a result of n contest coating $196,000
*?hlch ran fifteen days,

eententontn xrere naked-to visit

#,.he showroom end learn the advantages of the refrigerator*
then write a letter telling of- these advantages.

I

32,000

letters were received.
An automobile manufacturing cosiseny
reports that the price of the product precludes any tracing
of sale:;; directly to the contest*

The contest Aid, however*

bring thousando to'♦he showrooms end quickly acquaint
then v?l*h the discard control, a new feature of ‘he roer*
On an expenditure of $265,000 aproximtely 255,000 replies
were received.
One oil company, spending ‘-95,000
and getting 69,93" replien, report a 10?5 Increnoe in
new users and a

increase in salon.

The congest closed

late in September and ther® followed additional advertising
effort, then this announcement;

"In November, 1931, more,.,,

oil was sold then in any *other month in ita history— more
ttuin twice ss much an in November last year,*

Tho rules

of tide contest made i' urgent for all contestants to try
the advertised oil before tablnr part*
A contest sponsored by shaving.oream....
manufacturer,.costing $219,700 and running during 19SO
produced 66,006 replies an-’ boosted onion 23 per cent*
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One cigarette contest ran eleven days,
was widely advertised trith full-page spare and brought
950,000 letter5.

Advertising cos*s are not. available but

the prize money totaled $50,000.

Says a sales official,

* on a commodity such as ours, it is impossible to gauge
the percentage of sales attributed directly to this type
of advertising.

-However, the purpose of our Contest was

fully accomplished in thatv e were able to bring to the
attention of the general public through:out the United
States in a very short time a new feature in the packing of
cigarettes.*
In the summer of 1931 the Eastman Kodak
.

'

,

•

Company staged
v , the largest international contest ever held,
.

.

.

.

.

.

offering $100,000 in prizes for the most interesting
pictures.

prom this anti other experiences these seven rules

were drawn for inducing maximum consumer response to
•
(1 )
advertising contests:
1. Prizes.

A big firs’- prize attracts more contestants

than many smaller prizes.
offer several prizes.
2,

Rules.

Every contest should, however,

r

•

Make them simple clear and <v noise.

Live up

to them or the effect upon contestants will be negative.
3.

Judges.

Use people of prominence.

They add prestige

and authority to the contest.
4,

Advertising.

The contest must be widely and consistently

advertised else interest will lag.
TTJ

Overlook no supplementary

Printer’s Ink: "Seven Lessons ^rom a ;;'*100,060 Prize
Contest" by Don Gridley, October 22, 1931 p, 93
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media; dealer helpo, circulars, etF,, are necessary,
5,

further Imaler Work,

dealers and making

ReprcsentatiTes call in," on
acquainted with all details,

spreading enthusiasm, etc., can do much J-o make 'he contest
successful.

These ren should have folios #f-advertisements

to be run and other help,
6,

continuity of Effort,

follow t^ouah; do not let the

contest slip from public attention.
7.

Notify contestants of awards.

.
Prize winners should

receive their awards promptly, and all contestants should
be notified of,who the winners are,
the disappointment of -‘•he losers..

This helps to lessen

It builds good will.

To these seven rules nny be added an
eighth.
8.

wContest experience of various:-advertisers has

demonstrated that, usually -he number of returns is directly
(1)
influenced by the size of the prize offered," Contest
requirements should not be so difficult as to discourage
people from taking part in the contest.

But greater sales—

and probably greater subsequent consumer response--result
when contestants are required to examine the merchandise.
Every day for several weeks Cremo offered a arize of a new
car to the person sending in the best 20-word slogan written
TO

ibid,

p, $6

:

~

' 1

1

on the backs of twenty cigar hands.

Handmade likenesses

might "be used but it ib not likely th.-t many people
bothered to that extent.

Announced every night on the

radio, 'ho contest brought 50,000 slogans per day.

It

is believed that this advertising earned its way as it
went along, besides winning future customers.

Before

the contest started Creab cigar sales were 100,000 per
day; at the close of the contest daily sales had reached
- (1)
.
■
1,400,000,
Carnation Milk spent approximately
$178,000 on a 26-week radio campaign and 240,000 consumers
responded with slogans written on labels,
when a person goes to a store,
buys n piede of merchandise, tastes it, tests it» and
studies it enough to write a slogan or a letter about
it he cannot escape having the product impressed upon
his memory.

There can be no doubt that contests stimulate

a type of interested experimentation and support of adwer-

'

^

tlsed merchandise unattainable by other means.

Contestants

feel they have a stake in the product that keeps them
buying it regularly.

Advertising contests are, then,

based upon sound selling psychology and are aimed at
traits fundamental in human beings.
them.

The public takes to

Properly handled they can he made effective

instruments in cresting consumer demand.
TT)

Interview with Hr, Fielding, Research Dept., Lord,
Thomas, and Logan, Los-Angeles March 28, 1932.
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It io claimed by a successful adver*
tising woman that "women as a rule do not like contests.
They prefer to work or to thingk or to live for a definite
rew#rd*H .They dof however, take part in advertising
contests, and frequently win prizes.

The writer estimates

that, of the thousand letters in the .
Conoco contest
coming under his observation, at least a third of them
were sent in by women.

Response to contests is undoubted

ly greater both by men and women in times of business
depression.

People are more willing then to gamble

their.time against, a prize.

PART II.

CIGARETTES FOR ?/0I£3I7
The last ten years have witnessed a

.

change in the use of tobacco by women and in the attitude
of the public towards women smoking,

questionnaires

circulated on the University of Arizona campus show that
at least 50 per cent^and possibly 66 per cent of the
women students smoke.

An investigation made in February

1932, at Southern Methodist University revealed that
there a larger percentage of women students smoke than
men although the consumption of cigarettes per person
is not as. great among women.
spread among older women.

The practice is not so wide

Sixty housewives in the vicinity

of Hew York city were questioned and it was found that
(1)
(2)

Helen woodward; "Thru Many Windows", p. l6V
Arizona Wildcat, April .29, 1932. p, 1, wCo-ed
Smoking Permissable Anywhere?u , news story
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58 per cent never onoke, 30 per cent smoke occasionally,
(1)
and only 12 per cent, smoke daily, Moody’s Investors
Service in its pamphlet ■The Outlook for Tobacco Companies*
published in February, 1930, says *,e.we have arrived
at the conclusion that women smoked not more than 12
per cent of all cigarettes in this country.
more than 14,000,000 cigarettes,"

That is not

This 1929 volume is

"equivalent to 2,4 cigarettes per average female smoker
per day as compared with 7,2 cigarettes per average
pontential male smoker ,"

Upon these and other, data it

is concluded that womensmoked 14 per cent of the total
' -

(2 )

.

for 1931 or 16,990,000 cigarettes.
In 1923, according to Curtis A. Weasel,
managing editor of the "United State Tobacco Journal",
women smoked 5 per cent, of the total cigarette consumption.
He stated:

;

It Is a matter of general accord that practically
no encouragement has been extended to women smokers
in any branch of the tobacco industry...The tobacco
trade cannot prevent women from buying its products.
It can, and does, make no effort to sell them. But
influence and fashions far beyond the control— or
even comprehension— of masculinity are adding to
the host of women smokers•(3)
But it was not long iftfter Mr, Weasel
made his statement that the tobacco interests began to
take cognizance of the feminine, market in their advertising
plans.

Hor in his statement quite accurate for in 1919

'(1 j.. Henry 0. •Link, "The Housewife and ■four "'Advert ioemenl1’,
Advertising and Selling, April 14, 1932, p, 25
(2) Printer’s Ink, Feb. 18, 1932 "Women and Cigarettes*
editorial, p. 25,
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•

- '

Oriental ladles were pictured with fago between their lips
in Helmar newspaper advertising.

And, said a current

writer, "the ladies in these pictures are really not
Orientals at all.

They look as if they had never been
(1)
east of Brooklyn Borough Hall.”
Although smoking by women was-evident

before the war, the practice gained impetus thp.n and in
the flapper days of freedom followln^Mropean women
have long been addicted to the weed#

So advertising

cannot be blamed for starting the practice among women
but, once the fashion had manifested itself, advertising
was used to spread the fnahion.

Advertising almost never

creates new desires; it does, however, intensify desires
and turns them into action*
Women came gradually into the advertis
ing picture.

First, except for the instance mentioned,

they were use^ merely as atmosphere, end the suggestion
to women was subtile indeed.

”Bven when the ladies came

more into the open with their puffing, advertisers edged
the habit along with greatest.delicacy.

We all remember

.vthe ’Blow Some My Way* advertising by Chesterfield when
the young lady was shown smoking only in a decidedly
, (§)
;
second-hand manner." In 1928 advertisers grew bold with
.

■

.

”I ,m a Lucky Girl".

Then followed the appeal to fat— and

pldep— women with "Reach For a Lucky Instead of a Sweet* •
"(ly

Printer^ ink. April 14, 1932.
editorial, p. 20,
(?.}, Printer’s Ink. Feb; 18, 1932.
p._ 25

“Blow Some More My Way” ,
"Women and Cignwettes"
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fhia campaign not only enlarged the nale of cigarettes

;

to women but, despite the objections raised by candymakers , is unofficially oredited with a 4 per cent
increase in candy sales.
consumer response.

Here is another angle to

Some people might have bought candy

out of honest indignation against the use of women in
cigarette ads but in all probability the suggestion of
sweets brought a positive notion in that direction.

In

the words of one writer "instead of reaching for a Lucky

'

she reached for both", .
In the fight for new users end a
larger market copy has been lengthened and the advertising
made more insistent.

Instead of such single sentences as

"Omar Aronm— Even the Words Blend* and *l*d walk a mile
for a Camel* or "Ask Bad, he knows" two, sometimes four,
paragraphs are used obviously to overcome feminine objection®.
Exaggeration enters, if not dishonesty*

"Hot a Oough in

a Carload", "Ho elgarettey after taste", "Avoid ash-tray •
brenth", "Keep Kissable” ,

The purity of the:paper, the

freshness of the tobacco, even the advertising itself is
lauded at length.

Illustrations fare more striking, layouts

more varied, headlines more arresting, as It Just Hansens
I Don*t Smoke,».
Copy in the future will be directed
"in larger proportion to women than to men, since this
rather newly acquired group of consumers must continue to
— printers*.Ink, April 1^,1932

Ibid. p. 25

:
--------
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be developed, must be cultivated ineeasantly.(l)

Moody's

say "The assumption may be made that women who already
smoke will gradually Increase their per capita consumption
of cigarettes at the seme, or nearly equal, rate with
(2 )

men#*

-

-

'

'; .

'■

Hcvertheleas the depression has
affected the cigarette business, "The market is brisk
(3)
when the country is'happy", and history bears out this
assertion made in 1924.

cigarette sales for 1931 slumped

5.1 per cent from sales totals of the preceding year.
And the advertising expenditures for 1932 will recede
about lO^yer cent from the approximate 150,000,000 spent
m

1931,
Says the editor of Printers1 Ink:

MA9 to results of advertising done, we submit the figure®
(5)
of total consumption:",
1910
1915
1919
1926
1930
1931

8,644,000,000
17,980,000,000
53,151,000,000
84,941,000,000
119,653,000,000
113,461,119,937
Consumers, both men and women, have

responded to cigarette advertising.

"The conversion of

partically .all women smokers to actual smokers is now
close to completion, but there remains a large percentage
Advertising & Celling, Mar. 16,1932'o cigarette Advert’ising. by peter B. 3. Andrews, p. 62
2) Printers1 Ink, Feb. 18, 1932 Op. Cit. p. 25
3' Printers1 Ink, Jan. 31, 1923 Op. Cit. p. 6
4) Advertising and Selling, Op. Cit. p. 29
(5) Printers Ink, Feb 18, 1932. Op. Cit. p. 26

ttt
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of women who'never will smoke.(l) Hot everyone responds.
But, perhaps consumers who do respond
to tobacco advertising onn be influenced by this means
to adopt smoking in another form. Advertisers seem to
(vnO
think so for the August, issue of the •Woman's Home Companion"
carried an ad headed, "To Women Whose Husbands Do Hot Smoke
(2 )
Pipes". (The Woman's Home Companion does not take tobacco
advertising.)

A number of famous ladies, according to

some newspapers stories, prefer dainty pipes to cigarettes.
An ad for pipes begins in large type "Women Buy Hew.,,M
A tray of pipes is pictured beside a man smoking one,
and a lady.

They are mannish pipes but

the student of advertising history will note upon
the face of 1he lady who sits very close to him
that same eager look of the young person who sat
so close to the Chesterfield man a few short
years ago. She even seems to be sniffing slightly.(3)
PART III.

IDEA ADVERTISING
Idea advertising is -advertising to

’
. .
/. ’
■
, influence public opinion toward constructive remedies.
We have the precedent in the Safety First and the Cancer
(4)
Control drives." This type of advertising is in its
infancy but not. a few examples show a hearty public*
4
3
2
TTT
2)
3)
4)

Advertising
Selling. Op. CIt. p. ^9
Printers * Ink. Jan, 23, 1931, "Pipe Tobacco Advertised
in Womens * Magazines"
Printers1 Ink, April 14, 1932. Ibid. p. 20
Stuart Chase: "Hemesis of American Business" p. 20
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response.

When faced rri+.h bankruptcy in 1919 "Cornell

tras sold to the Hew York public, as well as to its own
alumni body" by what, was "The first paid advertising
(1 )
campaign ever used by an American University". The copy
for this pioneer effort was written by Bruce Barton who
now advocates that the United States spend $50,000,000
to teach Americans and Europeans the folly of war." The
campaigns built around "To Make the world Safe For Democracy"
certainly brought response in ’•he other direction in 1917—
though the truth of the slogan was questionable.

Some time

ago this same man proposed that churches advertise.

Many

ridiculed the notion, but
In a Western city an old church found itself
abandoned "downtown" by a membership which had
left its neighborhood for the suburbs. After
trimming its expenses, and particularly the
minister*s salary, till it was getting only
earnestness and fourth-rate brains, some one had a
vision of a real opportunity for the organization.
A minister with a nessage appealing to widely
scattered people was found and paid a decent
salary, n.nu the people to whom he could appeal
were told by advertising that he was there. He
now draws people from all over 'he city and
makes the church an effective social force.(3)
.

Advertising has been successfully

used to break up bad trade practices.

For instance, In

1922 the Rubber Association of America started a campaign
to discourage the use of mileage guarantees in the sale
of tires.

It was thought that guarantees should not

apply to tires driven over stony roads and that mileage
guarantees prompted the abuse of tires.

The advertising

t

JTj

Roy S. Durstinot
Them p&y*, p. 223.

"Making Advertisements an& Making
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stressed the -injasttes.'.aad unreasonableness of such
guarantees.

•

One season's .eampai^ was enough to break up
the evil, and a more equitable adjustment was
adopted by the leading 'tire manufacturers with
a negligible amount of frieti.-n# About 70 per
cent of the tire manufacturers participated In
the campaign and they controlled upward of 90
per cent of the business. The periodical space
cost $56,000 and the money was raised by a small
tax on the crude rubber consumed by each of the
members.
...the cost of the advertising was so
small that any one of the larger tire manufacturers
could have well afforded to pay all the costs for
the benefit received. (1)
Ideals of service, higher standards of

craftsmanship and conduct, and other concepts taught by

.

advertising call forth a favorable response, "Call forth"
is used advisedly here.

It is not claimed that advertising,

however well prepared, has the power to reform people.
"Trying to change people by advertising today," says.cn®
authority, "Is as futile as trying to teach an ocean of
fish to bite bait they don't like." (2)
possible but it is difficult, expensive.

It is not im
But many people

have the notion that they are not living up to their own
standards.

This notion may be effectively stimulated by

advertising.1
3
2

(1) Hu^h E. Agneu: "Cooperative Advertising by Competitors"
(2) Goode & Bheinstrom: "More Profits from Advertising."
(2) Bruce Barton* •Lets Advertise This H e l l " , American
Magazine, May, 1932; p. 15
,
(3) Paul Cher ring ton* "The Consumer Looks A c Advertising",
pp. 169-70
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Thus we have the very constructive campaign of
the Interchurch World Movement (missionery), We
find the United Typethetae advertising to help
printers to become better printers..•The lumher
interests are urging home building, the tailors
show the importance of careful d r e s s . g r o u p s
of bankers are selling the broad principles of
thrift and security, the book publishers are
calling our attention to value of book reading*(1)
Florists ougebst the. idea of buying
flowers.

It is estimated ■‘•hot the slogan, "Say it With
.
■
Flowers", backed by 4,500 florists all over the United
States increased the sale of cut flowers at least 400
(2)
per cent in seven years.
Electric power companies sell current
by pointing out the convenience- of extra base plugs, and
the use of electric appliances, -he charm that results
from moddrn lighting effects.

Telephone companies sell

service in their advertising columns. Customers are told
made, If possible, durlng"uncrowded hours"; they are
that calls should be^lnduced to talk with friends and .
relatives in other cities.

How the Hew York Telephone

Company ,1a explaining1 in large-space how busy people can
'save time by transacting more of their business over the
wires.
While the sort of advertising it runs does not
produce, and- is not intended to produce, direct
results, nevertheless therp is tangible evidence
in favor of the new policy. This is in the form
of unsolicited letters and conversations from and
with users of telephone service.(3)*
2
pCT Don Francisoo; ^Cooperative Advertising", p 4
(3>» Printers1 Ink: "Large newspaper Space Appeals to
Telephone Company", editorial, p. 52, March 17, 1932
(2) Kenneth M, Qood®: "What About Advertising?* p* 242
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Other intangibles such as reputation
and personality are being merchandised through the printed
word.
One of the ooraaonplhes of literary criticism is
the wonder at the popularity of Harold Bell Wright,
Yet there is no rayetery here. It is simply a
startling example of what can be dbne by systematic#
organized advertising and publicity work. A great
reputation has been built up for many by this
method, and such similar sale could undoubtedly
be built up for many another Americon and British
author, if the publisher had the foresight to
invest the time, money and thought, and use adver
tising copy which would produce a real understanding
of the author, and consequently desire for his books.(l)
Book advertising, as a rule, follows
a different course.

Little promotional effort is put

behind a new book until it proves itself fairly popular.
Thousands' of good and interesting books fail to register
with the public.

But,a book Interests a sufficiently

large group and word-of-mouth advertising raises its
sale to a certain point, then it seems profitable to tell
the masses that that book has Sound favor with others.
This echoes fashion advertising experience.
public what it wants,"

"Give the

Consumers do not respond to all

appeals.
PART IV.

R3-P.FPOYMBHT ADVERTISING
Advertisements carrying appeals for

jobs for the un-employed are bringing a unique and notable
response.

The plan inaugurated in Muncie

Indiana, (popula

tion 46,548) is an example,. At a meetffife of public
spirited citizens $600 was raised to start the campaign.

.

A full-page newopaper advertlament illustrated possible
•odd jobs” for men out of work.

Painting, gardening,

screening, window-washing were mentioned on the coupon

.

listing 25 such tasks, with instructions to ’’put x hereM*
People having work of this character to be done sent in
the coupons and a dozen jobs were started the day the ad
was run.

When the campaign got under way a hundred frejects

were inprogress*

Then an advertisement carried actual

photographs of. local men at work, with the names and
addresses of contractors, donors, and temporary employers,
It was a personalized, timely appeal.
i There was quick action in ‘he whole movement*
Check a job you want done and get your name
in the paper as a creator of work was the way it
worked out, or if you were a sponsor for the
advertisement or other expenses your name was in
In sixty days $1,965, had been raised,
$1,034. spent, and $250*000 worth of Improvements started.
Plans for the future include*
1.
2.
3.
4.

Continuation of the paid advertising,
V
A series of local broadcasts featuring men of
preminence.
Letters to a list of property owners whose property
need repairs and who are able to pay,
A complete and accurate survey of residential
property lacking towards more jobs.
Here is a well-planned campaign that

is getting results.

It utilizes tested advertising strategy

It.meets a real need and is directed to inherent human
traits of' sympathy and fair play.

(T)
(l)

It combines with thrift

Prom page 6$. Helen Woodward in“ Masters of Advertising Copy* by J. George Frederick, p. 308(l)
Printers* ink* "The Muncic plan Grows* Roy Dickinson
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and economy, taking it out, of the realm of charity,
showing the inwstmest featureo of the enterprise,
.•t

•

' People arc interested in themoclveo♦

They like to see their names in print.

The advertising

makes use of a powerful selling tool by hinting the personal
satisfaction and a sense.of service that will visit the
contributor.

The coupon simplifies response. Induces action#

The local color and human interest In the illustrations
strengthen the campaign#

The advertising is made more

effective, too, because it is based upon market analysis.
It gains by m-king an abstract idea concrete— offering
a definite product, a specific job— so that the most un
imaginative may see.
One man says, ’’Employment drives
that neglect sales effort and depend u^on the charity
appeal are doomed to mediocre success,®

This brings out

the distinction between real persuasion and mere publicity.
The ctiarity appeal as such often ■'"ails to bring reader
response because it. is not sufficiently pertinent to the
reader; people are not made to realize where their money
goes or what it will do.

It must be reinforced by methods

which personalize the mesoage.

Successful advertising of

any kind must have a "hook" in it— something that catches
hold of the reader#

The Mancie plan has this desired

virility,
June <55, 1531. p, £5.
(1) Printers1
1 Ink: "Use Salesmanship in Finding Work for
the Unemployed," B. M, Parrill, Oct. 22, 1931; p,102
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A similar campaign was found saoceaBful in Wilmington, Delaware.

In Rochester, Hew York, the

American Legion, in co-operation with other groups called
on every property owner to pledge a certain amount of
repair and improvement work.

"Within three v/eeks $5,000,
(1 )
000 worth of work had been treated. Green Bay and
Cincinnati carried out plana calling for re-employment
and creation of work,
(2 )
The campaign of the Association of latlonsl
Advertisers, the American Legion, the American
Federation of Labor, the American Legion Auxiliary,
and other co-operating organisations have now
'
taken on the aspect of a national sales and adver
tising campaign.

•

This report illustrates results obtained:
United Verde Mining Co,,Jerome, Arts., put
Waynesboro, Pa,,
put
Greenston, Pa,,
put
Port Henry, H. H.
(3firms)
put

PART V.

100
40
70
40

men
men
men
men

to work,
to work.
to work.
to work.

ADVERTISim DURI1G A DEPRESSION
Consumers respond to advertising in

stress times as well as in periods of prosperity.

Early

in the present depression there seemed to be a preference
both by retailers and consumers, for private-brand
unadvertised merchandise.
’(TJ

It was an economy measure,

"V '
Printers* Inis:: "Re-employment. Drive Under Way" ,
Roy Dickinson, Janl 21, 1932, p. 10
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The feeling persisted that advertised goods cost more
and besides a number of private-brand manufacturers had
cut prices.

But later, in some quarters at least, a

change was observed by business peoplet
In a time when cut. prices'have been used excessively
to get customers into the stores, they have noted
g growing consumer preference for standard nationally
advertised products,(1)
Besides,
.
Conditions again andEgain have proved that there is
a powerful prestige behind advertised merchandise
that in -he long run cannot be defeated by privatebranders unless they, too, are large enough to put
effective advertising campaigns behind their
merchandise. In almost every instance where privatebrand merchandise has been competing successfully
with advertised merchandise it is found that it is
put out under the brand of some large chain which is
a heavy user of many different kinds of advertising
' space.(2) <
In the article, MHow Phileo Doubled
' ■ ■ (3)
'
Sales During the Depression,,l advertising is given a
large credit for this company's radio sales increase of
100 per cent over the preceding year when, in 1930, sales
totals for the radio industry as a whole were but 70 per
cent of 1929 totals,

“By.large the reasons are based on

sound and aggressive sales and sales promotion methods
carried on with the idea that business fs to be had if a
manufacturer will go out and bring it in."

The advertising

appropriation for 1931 was double that of 1930*
(1)

And lAter1
3
2

Printers' Ink: . ,kGoing Exclusive" , by J. G, Donley,
: March 3, 1932. p. 4
(2) printers1 Inks "Advertised Brando Winning Fight on
^■Depression Prices", editorial; Feb. 4, 1932 p. 35.
(3) g i ^ ^ p o * ink* article.by Sayre H. Ramsdell. Oct.
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it was said*
Where some advertisers are hesitating over
plans for 1S32, The Phil©© Radio Co., has
mapped out the ground work for next year1s sales
drive...There will he no let-down in the aggressive
ness and initiative which has lifted Philoo to a
strong position.*no increase in price, an improved
product, and a greatly increased newspaper schedule.
"The depression should not .scare us", declared James
M. Skinner, president, "It hasn't hurt us yet. In
the face of depression we have managed to bring our
volume from 10 per cent of the total to 4 0 of the
total radio business of the country.(1)
The United States Department hf Commerce,
■

■

.

•

-

' ' ■

■

■

gathered information for business men wanting to know who
made good sales records In 1931 and how, and found
advertising an important cause.

Reports from manufacturers

and a few distributors in 74 cities in 30 states were
received.

Better marketing and increased sales effort were

the reasons for success mentioned by 254 of the 255 most
successful firms.

Here is a partial summary.

Sales effort increased
Advertising
Increased
Maintained
Extensive
Aggressive
Careful
Reduced
Other

46
80
29
19
5
5
4
4
14

These studies made by the Government prove again
that any record of success during hard times
contains a large raajority of concerns which
advertised *heir new policy of product. In every
such study we have s ?en it has been the unfailing
rule that most business stories of success increased
advertising plays a star role.(2)*
2

XT)
(2)

Printers» Ipk:
Printers’ Ink: "Advertising Helped Most", editorial
Dec. 1, 1931; p. Ill

Osreful studies made by the Curtis
Publiehiag Oompmny show the relation of advertising and
profits of representative companies through the depression
of 1921.
'

While the profits of advertisers slumped their
.

.

.

■

.

"

• ;

losses were not as great as the losses suffered by compan
ies eurtai ling their advertisi% expenditures.

The chart

reproduced here shows the profit performances of SO
companies (solid linej which increased their magazine
advertising in 1921* compared with the profit performances
of 46 companies (broken line) which decreased their
magazine advertising in 1921.
‘'1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924

1919 profits were taken as a standard and profits
for other years were figured on those of 1919 as
a base. ■

Here is an analysis of the sales
and magazine advertioing experience of a fairly large
(1 )

sample of. firmer .
Advertising,
1920-23
'

'Y

'

' '

Sales
1921 compared with 192©
'

i ''

'

no change
decreased
increased

decrease
decrease
decrease

of
of
of

2©percent
26percent
12percent

Mr. Vaile summarizes the suggestions
growing out, of a study based on the findings of the
Crowell Publishing Company and other bodies as follows:
1.

That increased magzine advertising during
depression generally resulted in an increase
in sales relative to the sales of competitors
who did not make such increases,

2.

That reduction in advertising during depression
generally resulted in a greater falling off of
sales than with firms which did no consumer
advertising.

3.

That different classes of commodities respond
in different degree to changer in advertising.
In general, it may be said that these differences
are in keeping with accepted statements concerning
consumer’s buying habits.

rr
4.

5.

If, in some cases, the decrease in magazine
advertising has been offset by an increase in
the use of newspapers or other mediums, the
comparisons indicate that such change of medium
has not resulted in larger sales•
The increase in sales which apparently accompanies
increased advertising during depression does met
necessarily indicate an,increase in profits; it
■' has been impossible to consider the profit aspect
of the problem in this study.

TTJ
V

From page 74. Material furnished by Research Dept.
Lord and Thomas and Logan. Advertising Agency,
Los Angeles,
(1) Douglas & Director. "The Problem of Unemployment" p. 225
(2) "The Use of Advertising During Depression* Boland S,
Vaile in Harvard

Business Review.

April, 1927. p. 330

A number of business leaders hold that
great gains earn be made during times of depression when
prices are low and rival firms retrench, and that adver
tising can bo made most effective in such periods.

Jerome

Mendleaon, president of B. T. Babbitt, Inc,, who "has
always been a close student of the relation between
increased advertising and low commodity prices," says:
Low commodity prices are an opportunity for an
advertising manufacturer provided the differential
is used in constructive advertising and better
merchandising, Wl do not believe that lower*prices
tend to increase consumption; we believe that good
constructive advertising does,,. .,(l)
Mr, Mendleson’s statement relative to prices and consump
tion is, of course, not applicable in all lines of business,
.
success.

Wrigley chewing gum is an advertising
The founder of the business attributes its

growth to two policiest

advertising the product far and

wide, and maintaining, even Increasing, advertising
appropriations during times of business depression.
The late William wrigley, Jr., was the greatest
depression merchandiser the business world has
ever known, wet only did he continue his customary
advertising space during periods of economic
collapse, but he seized upon these occasions as
the best time to enter new markets, to bring out
new products, or to try unusual selling methods,(2)
The Wrigley advertising appropriation
for 1931 reached $6,000,000. In the past eleven years
TO
(2)
(3)

Printers* ink: "Advertisers and Commodity Prices'*, .
by Roy Dickinson, March 17, 1932. p. 3,
Advertising and Selling: "The Vamily-Owned Concern",
editorial, March 2, 1932. p. 29
Printers* Ink: "Why wrigley Increases His Advertising
In Bad Times* by E. E, Allen, Jr,, Dee, 31, 1931,
p. 51
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gross profits hare more than d outled to $24,301,000
(as of 1930) and the "balance for dividends has trebled
.to $12,297,000.

Shortly before his death, Mr. Wrigley

declared that the consumption limit they had visualized
ten years earlier had now passed ten times over,

From

a per capita consumption of eight sticks of gum when he
started in business the per capita consumption has grown
to almost 100 sticks.

Wrigley^ aim has been to place

advertisements in every conceivable location, and.to
command the attention of every man, woman and child. eHis
second advertising policy grew out his experience in the
depression of 1907.
Because of that depression, many business men
had effected drastic reductions in their adver
tising programs. Mr. Wrigley, on the contrary,
reasoned that here was a made-to-order opportunity
for him to produce twice the effect with the same
expenditure of money. Hot only would his advertising
receive greater recognition, since fewer manufacturers
. were competing for the public's attention, but also
he could obtain better locations— middle space in
street cars, bock covers of magazines, and important
comers for billboards— which had hitherto been
reserved for more favorable clients. So he doubled his
advertising appropriation for that year, and even to
his own surprise, found that the increased profits
fully^tepaid the cost* Sc impressed was he with the
soundness of this.idea^fehat he adherred to it in the
depressions of 1914, i m , and 1931.(1)
In fact, it was in the blue days of
1921 that Mr, Wrigley introduced hiq latest product— P. K,*e
.V- ' •

.

'

'■

— although this product had been ready for the market a
TT)

Advertising & belling,“Why Wrigley Advertised"
editorial, p. 40. Feb, 3, 1932,

;
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y^ar and a half earlier.
It, is obvicue that advertising for
■■
' •
'
a 5-cent confection available everywhere would prompt
'

a greater response than advertising featuring a product
costing fifty cents or five dollars♦

Low priced merchan

dise enjoys a relatively wider sale in times of stress.
But the Curtis studies dealt with a variety of goods, as
did the U, S, Department of Commerce survey of 1931,

It

would seem from these data that consumers do respond to
advertising 6ven during a depression* and that the response
given some appeals might make advertising in slack'times
. i^elatively more effective per dollar invested than in
normal times.

This because $ 1,

Economy dictates a switch

to low priced or substitution goods $ 2,

Competi&ing

products are less extensively advertised} 3.

Publication

advertising sections are less crowded, making each
advertisement higher in attention value,

On the other

hand, circulations are smaller, as a rule.
It is not claimed here that if all
advertisers increased their advertising during a depression
that, returns would be proportionately greater or even as
tw
,
much ?as before, Determing buying power is not a function
of advertising.

Jobs were created for the unemployed in

certain cities by advertising designed to do that particular
job, but that is not filling the pocketbboks of the nation.
This paper

does not claim that general advertising would
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end depression, although
Advertising as a means of stabilizing the cycle
has many advocates, especially in the United
States, It is thought that advertising can
actually increase consumer demand in the period
of depression and thus help to bring about revival,..
Advertising may indeed be made a useful means of
stabilization, but Indiscriminate use of advertising
to "increase the demand for goods" is likely to
intensify the fluctuations. To bo effective it
should be used sparingly guring the prosperity
phase and intensively during the depression phase.
As a matter of foot, the opposite is the case.,,,,,
A few firms have practiced the opposite procedure,
and have thereby been able to stabilize their sales,
holding them in check during the boom period and
pushing them vigorously in the depression period*
Such action on the part of a fen corporations may,
however, in large part merely transfer purchases
from other commodities to their own,(l)

TT]

Alvin H. Hansen, "Economic Stabilization in an
Unbalanced World*, pp, 189-90

CHAPTER III
COPT APPEALS AND nCBNIQPE
PART I.

THE COPT AND THE READER
Hero is a product.

Here is a market.

Moring the product into the market constitutes selling.
The product is constructed to meet a need or to satisfy a
want.

The task of advertising is to make prospects

conscious of the want and to show that the product will
satisfy the want.

Ideally, people will respond to adver

tising in the degree to which advertising convinces them t
that their wants will "be satisfied through using the
product.

Actually, the application of this theory’is

liMt ed by buying power, availability of the merchandise,
of the merchandise, social customs, and other considerations.
Buying power, human nature, traditions,
character of the merchandise and itc availability being
what they are, the effectiveness of advertising is conditioned
upon three sets of factors:
1.
2.
3.

Elements within
Elements within
Elements within

•

the reader;
the copy;
th* circulation.(l)

Experience shows that response increases
as the first and second equate; that is, when the advertise
ment expresses or reflects the desires, instincts, thoughts
{if any), and peculiarities of the reader.

"To sell John

Smith what John Smith buys, you must see John Smith through
(2 )
John Smith's eyes."*
2
TT]
(2)

Goode & Powell, "What About Advertising"; p. 8
George P. Metzger, "Copy"; p. 163
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It is wise for anyone whose business
depends upon human response to study his audience.

It

is a profitnll>e exercise for actcr, clergyman, journalist,
salesman, advertiser.

Said an able advertising agent in

an address before the students of the Advertising Club of
Hew York city:
I earn assure you that copy will make greater
advances in the next five years than it ever
has before, r.nd its theme will be found through
an understanding of the taxi cab driver, and the
shoe shiner as well as the man who lives on Park
, Avenue.(1)
\
'
'
"Their human emotions are the same,"
commented Printers* Ink, " and copy will succeed in
proportion to its understanding of the mental cradtions of
humnity,* Claude 0. Hopkins said while Chairman of the
Board of a large Chicago advertising agency that the
president of the business

v .

"often attributed much of my oueeeos to living
among simple people. He always wanted me to work
in the woods....and 1 have done so for two decades.
Here most of the people I talk to are my gardeners,
their families, and the willlags folk near by, I
learn what they buy and their reasons for buying.
Those reasons would surprise many who gain their
impressions from golf-elub associates."(2)
John Smith, according to psychologist Poffenberger, has
nineteen basic desires*
;Desire to drink
Desire to eat
The sex desire
Desire for rest and comfort
Desire to exoape from danger

IT)

Paul Cornellt Printers1 Ink, editorial; liovcinBer
26, 1931; p. 108
•2

(2)

Claude c. Hopkins:

"My life in Advertising", P. 1?3
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Deoire for ouccese
Desire for independence
Desire for power
Desire for dominatlme
Desire to conform, er to be different
Parental desire
Desire to play
Desire for sociability, or to be alone
Desire to know what is new and strange, or
for what is familiar
Desire to possess things
Desire for cleanliness
Desire for beauty
Desire for economy
Desire to: be hospitable(l)
Dr* Stareb experimented with 74 men
and wornn to find the main motives for their daily actions*
They placed hunger first, love of offspring second, health
third, and sex attraction fourth.

Parental love was fifth,

ambition sixth, and pleasure seventh.

It is clear that

John Smith is much influenced by his emotions, particularly
(2 )

sex and love and accompanying manifestations.
John Smith has four basic instincts—
hunger, rage, sox and fear (self-preservation), besides
(3)
his five senses-<~cight, touch, smell, hearing, taste.
Professor Hollingsworth lists 24 appeals
which are most likely to arouse in Mr. Smith a fundamental
instinct or emotion.
1.
2.
3.

They are*

Appetite (Hunger, Tastefulness, Sensual Enjovment)
Comfort (Calm, Restfulness, Relaxation, Base)
Sex (Passion, Lust, Love, Coquetry)

m
''Aesop Glim, Advertising rundamentalis^j.p,’ SS-SS
(2) Daniel Starch "Principles of Advertising", 273
(3) ''Aesop Glim, Advertising yundanenfal 1st"; p. 60

%
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4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9#
10.
11.
IE.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
EO.
21.
*22v
23.
24#

Devotion (Faithfulness, Loyalty, Affection)
Play (yerriiasnt, Spcrt, Joy, Humor)
Fear (Timidity, Foarfulneso, .Hiyaiah, Caution)
Acquisitiveness (Propriety, Selfishness)
Hunting (Cruelty, Eagerness)
Sociability (Lonesoseuess, Hospitality)
Competition (Emulation, Jealousy, Ambition)
Curiosity (Inquisitiveness, Longing to 1-now)
Shyness (Modesty, Bashfulnoss, Reserve)
Ornamentation (Beauty, Pride, in Appearance)
Imitation
.Stonrenge (Anger, Hatred, Resentment)
Cleanliness (Purity, Decency, Y/holesomness)
Worship (Piety, Reverence, Faith)
Constructiveness
Sympathy (Sorrow, Pity, and thoir allies)
Cunning (Secrecy, Intrigue, Slyness)
Pride (Haughtiness, Conceit, etc.)
Gratitude (Thankfulness, gratefulness, etc.)
The Comic (Laughter, Amusement, Hilarity, etc.)
Harmony (Symmetry, Proportion, Conceit, etc.) (1)
Elsewhere in the thesis examples of

advertising based upon these appeals are cited.

Other examples

are given below, with specific data regarding consumer
response.

But first, a word about advertisement construction

is appropoe.
It will be discovered that John Snlth
is rather a dimple fellow.
children of school

For, of every 100 American

only 64 are in school, and while

only two of then will enter college one will graduate. (2)
Mine tenths of them drop out before they finish high school.
Never having learned to study they will never road very much.
John Smith has a limited vocabulary.

Fifty words is the aver

age telephone vocabulary and only 640 different words are
employed in 80 per cent of the letters that aro written.(3)
(1) Tipper. tioteShkiss, Hollengsworth and Parsons: "Advortlsing*
its Principles and Practice.” p.75-7,
(2) Goode & Powell: "fthat about Advertising?" p. isg
(3) Goode & Rheinstroia: "More Profits from Advertising” p. 194
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He is not iraarjinntivc.
must bn mnde plain to M m ,

Everything

He likes familiar things*--

old jokes, detailed pictures of his own experiences.
"Of all sure-fire appeals, a small hoy and his dog rank
first.*

Many activities clamor for hie time.

In a

recent survey of newspaper reader interest 80 per cent
;

'

'

)

of those interviewed said, "last night I didn’t spend
' (2)
' ■.
as much time as usu.-l cn ray paper*"
Only a small part, of n. newspaper is read* Often
a column on an inside page is read, eifher I n .whole
or in part, hy fewer than five persons in a hundred.
Some concept.'!on of the advertiser’s tahk of interest
ing readers can be gained from this.(3)
The picture section gets attention
from 90 per cent of the men renders, the "funnies" attract
70 per cent, the lead editorial less than 30 per cent*
John Smith’s wife is fond of love fiction and advice, and
the department store advertising.
easiest and most popular.

People do what is

The great mass of the people

are little given to serious mental effort.

Says the presi

dent pf one of our largest advertising agencies:
■

Of the great m s s of advertising, the average
render is only dimly conscious. His"consciousness
.. of advertising may he divided into three main
classes.
--First, his very slight notice of articles which
arernoE and never would, be of use ot him:*
4
3
2

tl}
(2)
(3)
(4)

Ibid. p. 183
"
:
—
George Gallup: "What do newspaper Headers Read?*
Advertising & Selling, March 31,1932, p. 51
Ibid. p. 23
Goode & Powell "What About Advertising.?* pp* 144-45
Stanley Bee o n
From an address before the Hew York
Oliib.bT-t'he Steduateo of the Harvard School of Business
-iV: ;:.V' . UV. » O n

Administration

'

.

.
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— next, his larger awareness of those articles which
he would like to possess hut cannot afford to buy at
the time he ones the advertisement? and
— finally, his active interest in those articles for
which he is an immediate prospect; and this interest
emanate::, of course, not from any inherent interest
in the product, hut froig his interest in himself and
his own needs or desire**
People are interested in themselves.
The most important thing to John Smith, is not his wife,

'

.

■

'

,■

■

his children or his trade hut John Smith,
The .ope motivating influence in all our lives- is
to please ourselves, to realize our own self-importance,
to inflate’our egos. ’.Then an advertisement .reflects—
even crudely— -these desires, it pays,' There are
innumerable instances to prove this.(l)
Still Smith's limited buying power reust
be born in mind.

Be cannot respond to every appeal, even

if he did read them all.

A West Coast advertising expert

stated that if one could talk with the average- woman.-of
American she would say;

,

'"There are twenty-two and a half?million of us. We
buy about 85 per cent of all the goods that are sold.
Our husbandn get an average of $50. a week. We have
three children. We cook three meals daily and sometimes
do the washing. It is we,- net your directors or friends
who decide whether your advertising is good or bad."(2)

(T)' Goode & Ilheinstroni: “More Profit:; from Advertising*1
T . 155
(2) Don Francisco: Vice-President, Lord & Thomas & Logan
Los Angeles? "Informative Advert!nl ng Weeded Eow,
More Than Bver*, Printers * Ink, Feb. 4, 1932,
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An cflvertisenBnt, to get response from
simple follcs, must be easy to road and understand.

To gat

attention from an impatient audience it must register qulekly.
Mlrour ad must have arresting power." (1)

Consumer response

is conditioned upon the advertisement being noticed, read
and believed. (2)
Getting your ad noticed depends upon
(a) the layout
)
(b) the headline
{ their combined
(c) the }nain illustration ) arresting power
Getting your ad read depends upon
(a) having a logical sequence of ideas
(b) the use of simple language
(o) the use of simple sentence structure
•

Getting your ad believed depends upon

.

(a) statements which carry conviction
(b) statements which do not challenge belief
(o) avoiding superlatives for which you, the
advertiser are the authority.
Another authority points out these ten advertising faults
hostile to consumer response:

(3)

1'aults of character:
1.
2.
3.

Ignorance
Insincerity
Dishonesty

of facts, etc.
bought testimonials, etc.1
2

(1) "Aesop Glim, Advertising Fundamentalist/ p. 5.
(2) Aesop Glim, Ibid. p. 55.
(5) Kenneth Grosbeak, "Ten Pitfalls in Advertising’s Path",
Printer's Ink, Sept. 24, 1031; p. 3.

Faults of Immaturity or lack of training:
4.
5.
6,
?•

"make it different"
smattering, working too fast
lack of interest
forgetting your public

Cleverness
Superficiality
Stodginess
Bad liming

Faults of judgement
8.
0*
10.

PART II:

money, media, size
inability to stick to it
failure to think thru

Lack of power
Cold feet
Crooked thinking

INDUCING- CONSUNUR RESPONSE
The headline of an advertisement is an

important determinant of consumer response.'

Llr* Hopkins

says, ’People read ads, like anything else, because the sub
ject is interesting to then.
news items or on ads."

(1)

They judge by the headline, on
This paper from now on confines

itself largely to an analysis of headlines in the light of
basic appeals, copy technique and consumer response.
Helen Woodward, a foremost advertising
woman, tells of the response-getting power of sez and human
/ interest in copy.

One of her ads for 0. Henry books showed

a man lenooling before a roman in a wedding gown, a man look
ing shocked in the background.

(2)

The copy read:

She had gone to change her dress, 1 few moments
later lie found her in her room— the woman he bad
just made his wife— and his best friend. What
would you have done? Want did he do? Find Out
from the story told by 0. Henry.1
2
(1)
(2)

Claud® C. Hopkins in "Masters of Advertising Copy"
by Frederick, p. 116.
Helen Woodward:
"Through Many Windows" p. 284
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The advertisement proved a failure.

The

headline was changed to If This Happened On Your Wedding
:Tight, and this caption brought in. the orders.
night,?— roriianoo, sex, perhaps indiscretion.

"Wedding

"Your” brings

the suggestion into the reader’s experience.

"If’— a ques

tion, a bait to his curiosity.
Robert Zer/is Stevenson’s books would not
sell under such headlines as One More Step and I ’ll Blow
Your Brains Cut, even when realistically illustrated*

"But

the public didn’t want Stevenson’s pirates," said Mrs. Wood
ward.

"With some disgust we finally succeeded in forcing

Stevenson down the throats of the public by the use of such
headlines as He ",Tanted the iVoiaan 1 love and Hu stand or Lover
— Which Did She Save?"

Consumer response is a matter of

offering them #i,xt they want.
Joseph Conrad’s publishers, in selling a
£35 set of his works found that a tinge of exotic romance
in the advertising increased orders by more than 100 per
cent.

(1)

A#. 16, of two ads of exactly the same size and

cost:
Dignified Testimonials copy sold £3.500.
Seductive Malay Princess copy sold £6,075.
-

In the early days of 0, Henry book

selling ttie author’s literary ability wee advertised, the
number of sets that had been sold— but not the stories tttem-1

(1)

Good® & Fowel, "What About Advertising?"

p. 192.
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selvss.

Sr>lcs did not reach expectations.

pared 7/hich shdSd a girl sitting on tor, of
tears streaming down her face.

An ad was pre
q

pile of books,

She was looking at a photo

graph of Lord Kitchener. 'The advertisement, headed Finish
This Story For Yourself, began:

(1)

The girl got -:5 a xroeY and was lonely.
— you can imagine his kind— was waiting
He knew where champaign and music could
But that night she didn't go. That was
chener1c doing. But another nightl
Said the copywriter,

"Piggy"
downstairs.
be had.
Lord Kit

"In those few lines

wo caught a little of that spirit of 0. Henry that made him
so popular, a bit of pathetic absurdity, a wry snilo, a hint
of sex in the purest manner.

I left In mystciy the idolatry

for the vague figure which the girl called lord ■Kitchener,
on which she leaned for strength....

It gavo a little out

line of the. beginning of the sto^, arousing the reader's
curiosity as to how it ended...."
send in the coupon.

Curiosity impelled him t©

The "Review of Reviews" found it profit

able to spend a half million dollars on that cno ad.
was a revelation.

"It

Human interest had marched, into book adver

tising."
From then on other publishers made use of
this copy approach.

Curiosity, human interest, the reader

in the. Itoadlino— consumer res. onso.

Readers were convinced

that here was a book that would bring them pleasure.

In 1912,

advertisoaonts for Dr. Lllot's Five Foot Shelf ran something
like this:

(1)
(2)

(2)1
2

Helen Woodward, "Thru many Window®", pp. 274-7.
Goode and Fowel, "What About Advertising" p. 255.
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K n o w the World's Immortal literature
In these beautifully bound volumes you have spread
before you a feast of great stories and essays;
these books will be a n ornament to y o u r h o m e ....
But this sort of thing did not bring
eoupons.

One day a magazine publisher offered a vacant

quarter-page at a low rate provided copy could be sent at
once.

Bruce Barton leafed thru one of the books and came

to a pieSure of Karle Antoinette.

He w r o t e :

This is Harie Antoinette Hiding to H e r Death
Do you know her tragic story? H o w the once
beautiful queen of Franco, broken and humbled,
h er beauty go n e , was jostled thru the bloody
streets of Paris to tho guillotine? ...Out of
all the millions of books in the world there
are a few, and only a few, so great that they
will never die. These are the books that
every intelligent person must k now.
Says Barton*
■

,

"It was short and simple.

•

But this is the interesting fact.
•

•

•

.

■

'

.

■

.

Maris ridifig to her death
^

.

on that quarter page pulled eight times as many coupons as
we had over got f r o m one of these fine; full pages on the
glory and splendor of owning fine books. . It was my. first
vivid lesson that a little touitii of human interest* a little
of the common tragedy or hope or love or success or affec
tion that runs thru all our lives w i l l outpull what m a y be
technically a very much better advertisement; but which lacks
that human touch which makes the whole world kin."

(1)

(1)1

Bruce Barton in "Masters of Advertising Copy" by
Frederick p. 65
. '
-
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Since 1912 this set of books has reached a sale of
#15,000,000*

.(DAn advertisement for the "Autobiography

of Benvenuto Cellini" was headed Lover, Swordsman. Debauchee.
(2)

One magazine refused to run the ad-because of the word

"debauchee" and protests were voiced by others.

But the ad

ran more than two years and in that length of,time, sold
5,000 oopies at $3.00 each.

Having gained attention with a

romantic appeal and the shady suggestion the copy continued:

Here are Italy and France from 1500 to 1562 pictured by one who swung a sword with his ova M a d 
ia the sack of Rome. In Sociology?....In Literature?
That Btmagth&md the first approach ;b y ;
ftretu^i data, f ortifying an emotional appeal with reasons
for buyingi

T h # same strategy is made liso of: by other

successful advertisers, thus:

y

Admirers, followed by
Delicious Coffee because Its Dated
because•They*re Old t!ammy*s
';vv.
^

b e o a u * It Beats As

Helen V/oodHard f inds this c trateesy- efSec:tive in getting response f rom consumers*: She tells vof ;the
difficult in selling b a % i%od.
■

-

x

" v ' :

v

;s

Women had to be told t W 1
2

-

T T - "":.
(1) : Goode and ;PowelVv " W a t About Advertising" p. 866 "
(2) Goode and Rhelnstrpm, "More Profits from Advertising"
- p. 142, r.
,
. ■"; f
•
■'
' :'"X
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aeienttft® baais for the food but in words' of earn
syllable.

(1)

She says:

I talked about the fealings of the mother,
(Italics mine), her joys and her fears. We
had learned that women seldom buy anything thru
logical reasoning, not even for their babies.
When you are selling a product to millions
of people you must present even its facts
so that they will reach the average mind,
and that average mind has nothing to do with
reason.... let mo hasten to say that the same
- emotional appeal works equally on men, altho
it has to be made in a different manner.

to sell articles to men it is often wise to
appear to reason with them, but you must be
very careful merely to appear to do so—
never actually to do so. Or you will sell
no goods.
In advertising baby food it was found
that sad advertisements failed to get response, .-while "the
cheerful ones, which told the benefits to the baby, were the
onee which appealed to mothers."

(2)

Of Aetna Life Insur

ance it was said* "The gloomy advertisements were a failure,,
the cheerful ones a success."

(3)

And says the man who

wrote the "film idea" Into Pepsodent advertising:
Folks sive little thought to warding off dis
asters.' - Their main ambition ie to attain mdsje--..
sueoess, more happiness, mere beauty, more cCieer..
.

••

:

•

.

•

'

■

I recognized that fundamental,.. I never.pictured .
the afflicted^ Every illustrmtloh I eves? us^'a .
;
showed attractive.people and healthful tcffh. (#)1
4
*
2
(1)
(2)
(5)
(4)

Helen Woodward, "Thru Kany; Windows"; p; 204.
Ibid.
• ' ■
‘
:'
Ibid. p. BBO
;
.
Claude 0. Hopkins, "My Life in Advertising" p. .153.

The Pepsodent Company, organized on small
capital, spent $1*000 in a small city to test its advertis
ing.

In one year it had established a nation-wide demand,

and a world-wide demand in four years.
expert add#:

'

■

•■

'

(1)

The advertising

'

'

I know of nothing in all advertising so successful
in a big, quick way. One series of ads which I
prepared would have'wrecked it in tliree months.
Yet I had at that time spent nearly thirty years
in advertising. I had learned from hundreds of
campaigns.
I caught my mistakes by the coupon— caught them
quickly. I reversed my strategy at once. Before
we went very far, I had found the way to quick
and sure success, simply by watching returns. (2)
The Pepsodent Company discovered what con
sumers wanted, gave thorn that, and consumers responded.
Dozens of dentrifices doubtless on a quality par with I'epsodent have failed when a study of the consumer and test
advertising campaigns might have brought success.

Pepsodent

advertising points out a definite personal advantage accru
ing to the reader as a consequence of using the tooth paste
— pearly, film-free teeth.

It is aimed at the natural desire

of millions of people for beauty, cleanliness and the social
advantages— popularity, friendship, love— which beauty end
charm engender.
selves .

People spend money to please or benefit them

We are selfish.
Fundamental human traits are aimed at in

Pepsodent radio advertising.

(1)
(2)

Claude C. Hoykins,
Ibid., p. 155

Take Amos *n Andy.

Life in Advertising"

Simple,1
2

p. 155
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busm$i$. lovaW.) they -ai^.oal to tbo'-mscdg. • Ho thing hidi
iMOW-«bo«S.thone

.They deal in the stuff of hunnn hind,, oz-

porloncoo familiar to ovaryono.
got cm audience.

Thaso are tha olernontc that

Harly in 1930 the writer iiitonrieTToa a bun- .

dred people in Denver to find out their radio program pre
ferences. Nine tenths .of then voted for tees *n Andy. The
•'
■■■■■.:■"■ - ■
■"
- .
- -^
lobby of the Dallas Y.H.C.A. is' crowded only then those"tm,'
ara on tho air.
•ES»e

In Detroit and Tycoon tho response Is the

And the popularity contimios.
'

,

Tooth paste-, is a mass f
,

-

v.

...

*

consumption product,vand advertising is coloctod"which appeal's'to 90 por cent of tho people.

A few were found in Denver who

voiced omphatio diollko for Anon ’a Andy*
not alike.

All people are

Tastes for entertainmont and products differ.

•Ttto-sac^hant wbooe:. products;appeal to a United nuzabor should
dlaeczrcr the. pooulirtritlo^i,:financial condition* buying
habits, oto*, of those who comp id so. bio mrhot.
struct M s

Then con

adTOttifllng" in harmony with them.

-• -

-

But bad: to goods in gonox^l consumption,
M c k to basic mppealo.

^Tutting sox into ,a tooth-paste ad

doubled the effectiyaneso of a Poboceo campaign.w

(1)

H s m n f c a m Sbnmppo advertising featured bounty rather than
chemistry as oalos increased 500 por cent (1)

Carnet lor*

Mill: switched from its "From Contontod Coxsrt attack to «Sbow
Your Motbor-ln^Iaw what a Good G # k You Are" and returns were-,

(1) ■6ood6' 'S5-^inntr9e^A?5l»ro' Trofits from Advertising".."'

' **
£0^000 instead of 8^dC<).-

(l)

Borden countered b% changing

its "Purity and Quality" appeal to xrEovr A young Bride Can
Surprise Her Husband", tind results were equally gratifying.
f2)

*toe new approach in both cases, brought greater re-,

eponse from consumers because it penetrated farther into their
own experiences, emphasized a need, gave them a reason for
buying.

It touched the desire to eat, to be hospitable, the

desire for sueeess and praise.
Tudor plate is doing a record business
with a so-called negative appeal— shoving the social con
sequences attendemt to ah Incomplete set of silver.

(3)

This social consequent a n # @ is used by a number of. adver
tisers, notably Listerine.

Halitosis copy was tested in

small space advertisements with headings set in typo and
without illustrations.

(4)

Consumers responded in the

test towns and a national campaign was planned.
In 1921 Llsterine was spending about $60,000
a year.- And earning a net profit of about
$115,000.... Then came the halitosis campaign.
All America bacamc a market. Sales zoomed....
Today (1931) Llsterine is said to spend„$4,000,000
annually. And earn the same amount! ($4,000,000)

(1)

GoW<» & Rheinstroa,. "Horo Profits From Advertising"

'P. 136.

, '

45
3
2
1

(2)
(3)

Ibid., p. 140.
Ibid., p. 141.

(4)

Stuart D. Cowan, "Finding the 100 P e r Cent Advertising
Appeal", Printer's Ink, Hov. 19, 1931; p. 104.
Ctocde & IdielnstnM, ep. cit., p. ?4.

(5)
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Consumers are responding to Lifebuoy's
?B* 0*” (Body Odor) attack.

GiUeit® doubtless would net

M f ® used its new campaign on a nation wide scale had con
sumers not responded to it in Findley, Ohio, in July, 1931#
This,advertising suggests the ill consequences— loss of
friends, job, wife— that may befall men careless in their
shaving habits.
Odorono (anti-pereparation) ran two ads
identical in size but different in copy in the same magazine.
Ad number 1 showed the bottle and the name, and told how
■
the product was used. Ad number 2 told how pers^ration
..

could ruin expensive dresses.

This ad outpulled the first

one ten to om@,!and made a national sale.

Later a survey

was made and it was found that while women knew and planed
confidence in the product they did not think they needed it.
Then oarae the personal fear appeal, "She Rever Knew How Close
She Came to Happiness”.
creases followed•

Sales doubled in one year and in

(1).
The cases just considered are not only

aimed at fundamental desires— sociability, love, etc.—

or

against human aversions, but they definitely point out the
'
'
condition to be avoided. Lifebuoy advertising does not leave
•

•-

.

the reader with a statement that the soap conquers ”B. 0.”
It goes farther and tells why nB. 0.” showed be guarded1

(1)

Stuart D. Cowan, Op. Git., p* 104.

if
against.

Nothing is left to the imagination.

are unimaginative.

Consumers

Everything must be explained to them.

Odorono says in effect, “This means you;"

Otherwise the

reader would regard tho message as addressed to somebody .
else.

The negative appeal gets a greater response than the

positive a.-peal \7lion the negative condition is more to be
dreaded than the positive condition is to bo desired.

'

From

the standpoint of response it is often better to show a girl
toe unfortunate consequences of not having dates than it is
to show the pleasures of being popular.

Tho former appeal

is more convincing* less exaggerated:
Negative appeal:
never a bride*

Positive appeal:

Often a bridesmaid,

She’ll be married tomorrow

-^because of Listerine.
The economy appeal moved Listerine tooth
paste from nothing to a place among the best sellers.
at comparatively little advertising expense *

(1)

And

Small

space in regular Listerine ads told of a "real saving and
how you can employ it".

By using lower priced Listerine

tooth-paste too reader could save enough money to purchase
silk stockings or military brushes.

Hentlon of these acces

sories gives the appeal greater power to influence the un
thinking public#

The reader eaa visualize another want sat

isfied by simply changing to Listerine tooth-paste.

A less

astute advertiser would advise, "Save money", and trust1

(1)

Goode and Hheinstroa* "More Profits from Advertising”
p. 139.
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readers to envision a use of the money saved.

But

s h r e W merchandisers do not gamble.
For a new 10-qent cookbook a
copywriter wrote, "161 Hew Recipes Hover Published."
This ad brought 5,000 dimes*

Then he changed the

headline to *Women Hen Love," and a subhead, "Are
Hmneimkerse*
12,000 dimes.

The revised version drew more than
(1)

it was more persuasive.

,

It

gave wtmen not a vision of cooking in the kitchen
but a dream of love or a vision of a happier home.
It showed her how she could gain*

Husband and children

profit most from new recipes; but love is what every
woman wants.

.

And people buy to please themselves—

directly or indirectly*

The thought is better said:

"Women Men love" cuts down the reader*8 need
for mental activity. It enables her quickly
to visualise the bait, "self-esteem," and
therefore, sells the greater masses of women.
The more definitely the advertising appeal
visualises the reader to himself in a condition
of enhanced personal importance• the more readers
that advertisement will sell. (2) .
That is why such appeals as
"The Sewing Circle Met in The Kitchen," or "What,
Fred, You Make your Own Ice*

are stronger than

"More Sold Than Any Other Make"

(i)

ibid, pj 138

2)
(3)

Ibid. p. 138
i M d . p. 139

:

and "Sold Control

r

: :

(3)

Hero below are.-txro classified ads which
ran in the Dallas Howe & Journal (circulation 136,000)•in
U
••
\
September, 1931.
(1) They represent advertising in on® of
its simplest forms.

Classified ads are excsllotit for oopy

testing since no credit for response can be given an illus
tration, clever headline or position in the publication*
Whon consumers did not" respond to the first ad it was taken
out and the second ad inserted*
1,

.

For Sale at Retail— Manufacturer *s lino of spring
dresses.

50 smart styles.

Actual wholesale prices.

Telephono 0000.
2* 17111 sell to public at actual wholesale prices-*—
hfenufaeturer1s line of fifty new spring dresses.
Telephone 0000.
Ad ^1 brought 2 or 3 phone calls a day.
Adi/S brought 15 to 20 calls a day.

The ads were run by

a woman whose husband, a salesman, changed his work and had
the dresses on hand.

She says:

"Immediately after changing wording of want ad, calls
began to pick up and brought excellent results.
line was closed out in three weeks time.
.
.
- '..
:.- • "a
daily." (1)

Satire

V/aht ad ran

Both ads contain the sane number of
words, occupy the some space and the same relative position

(1) Material furnished by Jerry Moffat, a roomer in the home
of the lady advertiser, lira. Buckingham, Dallas, Texas. He
is an advertising man but had nothing to do Trith wording the ad

1*0
in the paper*

The sosnaso in the sar^o in both.

Ho in

fluence outs -do the afls thonso Ives— such as' seasonal Genas a*
Ashlon trend," dpeeiel events, ote.— could have affected
response*

Yet consumer response to the second Utt was greater

by coven times.

v:>y?
The first ad spoko the* lanrniiigo of trade.

The socond spoke the language of the housewife*

"For Sale

at- Ho tail” is a strange, unfriendly term to most.v?cmnf
smacked of the' sSAosszm and'woman edged, away.

It

But tho second

ad offered tiiom-an opportunity without any suggestion, of
•’high preeaure.”

It won their confidence.-

They responded

to it*
But thoso observations are little
.

©iso than guos-CG.

-

■

.

*/

It would, perhaps, he nsro. honest to

say the socond ad "ellckod" with tho ruhlie, the first ad
did not.

The reasons for consumer response arc sometimes

lapossiMe to. date main*.

Various appeals and presentations
i
can he appraised only by submitting them to n jury^rep

resentative people*

As this group votes so'does tho

geneiml public*
Ambrosia is a case in point*

Hero 14

possible Oireals wore .ropoaod to women in a consumer
survey.
other.

Ono'appeal proved throe tinea as popular as any
AdverticcmentD wero then trlod out in the '*©w York

market, and returiio chocked by coupon and ding store sales.
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Basalts checked with the consumer survey.
appeals were checked in a local medium.
survey was confirmed again.

Then three
The consumer

Still not satisfied, the

advertiser submitted four appeals which proved most
popular in every test in advertising in a Mid-Western
city.

History repeated itself.

The appeal which proved

most popular in all tests was made the basis of a nation
al campaign*

It was "Pore-deep cleansing— the medically

correct method of caring for the skin." (1)
Ovaltine tested its sleep appeal.
The public thought well of the idea.

People apparently

were interested in a beverage that would not keep them
A
awake ni^it* The large campaign which followed the

A

test campaign ireduced volume and profits for a company
formerly in the red. (2)
Claude Hopkins was advertising a
five dollar article.

Replies were costing 05 cents.

Another appeal war- tried and replies reached a cost of
114.20 each.

A third appeal was

it has produced replies at 41 cents.

and for two years
Commonta one writer,

"That a&vortise^ent war worth §100*000." (5)

(1) Stuart D. Cowan, "Finding the 100)5 advertising appeal"
Printers Ink, Nov. 19, 1951
p. 104
(2) Ibid ;p. 105
(3) Goode & Powell, "Vflmt about Avfiertising?" p. 217

lot

Again:
Mr.' Claude C. Hoplcino, noat ardent of all testers,
furnishes the world’s classic esample of long
distance eaperiment. In fIvo years he tried out
for a single food manufacturer fifty now appeals*
always keeping the heat previous method busy pull
ing, This constant testing for new advantages-—
new a peals— -is necessary even when one cennot
hope to equal %r. Hopkins record of a 75-per-cent
increase in returns, (l)
And so by a long process of evolution
a short-cut to the consumer’s pocketbook was found.

It

is not infrequent that a response cannot bo traced to
any fundamental instinct. - But the appeal, chosen from
among several submitted to representative consumers, was
used because it was the. one which consumers themselves
said would be most likely to cause them to respond#
Financial advertising has a relatively
small audience.

Hot everyone ir> able to make investments#

There is little emotion in many successful financial
advertisments*

Investors are looking for hard cash

dividends and absolute safety,

Kith much money at stake,

they are more apt to be coldly analytical.
shown.

They must be

An investment ad which got an unusually largo

response was headed dimply, &:
,l With Safety.

Ho sentiment

is evident there— just a real bargain.• Readers saw it.

(1) Goode & Rheinstrom, "More Profits from Advertising"
p. 217
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though the ad was very small.

Its appeal m s basic

in that it offered ah advantage.

That is a universal

rule in selling.
Tests were made with small space
financial advertisements.

There were 49 ads; each

occupied 58 lines (approximately 1 column x 4 inches)
and each appeared in seven Hew York daily newspapers. (1)
Seven of the headlines used are given here:
1. S5p Should Be Invested In Bonds
2. Every Investor Should Consider Bonds
3. 6,000 Banks Have Invested
4. Banks Are Buying Bonds
5. 96,000 Customers Have Invested
6. Shrewd Investors
M
ad :;'2.

Ads #3 and

/fl produces 46^ more inquiries than
outpullod ads jH and

’’The factual

headline was in both instances by far the most effective."(2)
Of all the headlines used #5 drew the greatest response.
A summary of returns for the 49 ads follows
1. Advertisments with coupons were 206 per cent more
effective than those without coupons.
2. Adver11sements captioned with a fact or a figure
wore 225 per cent more effective than those cap
tioned with general statements or quest! ns.
3. Illustrated advertisements wore 133 per cent
more effective than non-illustrated ads.

(1) John 0. Kllan, "Getting Inquiries from Small Space Adver
tisements." Printers* Ink
Oct. 22, 1931
p. 54
(2) Ibid p. 53

19#
Throe inducemento to consumer response,
then, are illustratl ns, coupons, and concrete statements#
Defending this third assertion there is this testimony:
Give actual figures, state definite facts• Take
the tungsten lamp as an example. Say that it gives
more light than other lamps, and people are but
mildly impressed. Say that it gives 3-1/3 times
the light of carbon lamps, and people will realise
that you have made actual comparisons. They will
accept your claims at par. (1)
Executives of a bank in Kearny,
Nebraska, felt they were not getting enough 5$ of the
potential business.

One of them began writing advertise

ments telling about banking.
were crude but honest.

His homo made products

Later he began using syndicated

ads and then employed a competent ad-writer.

One day a

farmer cam® in and said, laying a sack of gold on the
counter, "At l$ast 1 know That a bank is for."
posited $3,000. (2)

Ho de

This is consumer response of a

definite kind, an extreme case but illustrative of what
goes on when advertisers explain their services and give
reasons for buying.

Information is wanted, not arguments.

"Most advertising does not say enough*

The best adver

tising is that which is informative and renders a service
to the reader," (3)

says an agency executive.

(1) Claude c . Hopkins, "My Life in Advertising," p. 184
(2) Long & Farwell, "Elements of Financial Advertising," p. 8
(3) San Francisco, "Informative Advertising Needed Now,etc."
Printers* Ink, Feb. 4, 1932, p. 3

ao

94$ of tho bailed beans consumed a number of manufacturers .
tackled the 6$ market with the "Buy my brand” chorus. (1)
One advertiser tried to widen the market.
explained why his beans wore good.

Tan Camp

He told facts which

competitors thought wore too commonplace to use:
W@ told of beans grown of.special soils. Any good
navy beans must be grown there. V7e told of vino*
ripened tomatoes, Livingston Stone tomatoes. All
our competitors used them. T7e told how we analyzed
every lot of beans, as every Conner must.
We told of our steam ovens where beans are baked for
hours at 245 degrees. That is regular canning prac
tice. We told how we boiled beans in soft water to
eliminate the lime which made skins tough. t)ur rivals
did that also. We pictured the beans, whole, unerisped, and mealy. We compared them with homo-baked beans
with crisped beans on top a d mushy beans below. We
told why beans, when baked in homo ovens, fermented
and were hard to digest. And hew we baked in sealed
containers, so no flavor could escape— ---Then I noticed that men at their noonday luncheons
downtown often ordered pork and bean®. These dishes
-'were factory-baked^— — ^•
Housewives were ready to quit baking beans at home--A n d w e created an enormous demand. Not only that,
but the Van Camp brand commanded a higher price tiian
our rivals.
A survey was made among SO mem in
miscellaneous linos of work to find out what factors
would influence- them in the choice of a carburetor. (2)
Six factors were listed.

Each man w^-s to rate them

(1) Claude C. Hopkins
Life in Advertising," p. 101-3
(2) Survey conducted by a class in Advertising, University
of Arizona, January, 1932
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numerically, in the order of their strength as a sales
Influence.

Results were ns follows:
1st

Practical
demonstration

2nd

3rd

8

6

32

5th - 6 th

4th

low price

2

3 .

8

5

3

7

Dealer
recommendation

2

5

5

4

9

2

Recommendation of
automotive engineer

4

14

7

■X.

5

. 16

11

7

2 -

2

2

2

6

5

Tests by U. S*
Bureau of Standards
Widely advertised

6

.^4

(Note:

8
-

All men interviewed did not evaluate-every factor)
-

.

.

'

■

'■

,

. The fact that practical demonstration
and Tests by U. s. Bureau of Standards scored-the largest
number of firsts and seconds, with ReocEmendation by auto*
motive engineer third, s h o w that man want evidence of
quality.

At least in mechanical products.

Ban want facts

when spending money is involved though» as Helen Woodward
stated, their reasoning powers may be limited.

According

to opinions recorded abovo, the more fact that a carburetor
is advertised is not proof of its performance.

It follows,

then, that an advertisaemnt would gain in influence -1th
inclusion of tests and demonstration records and reliable
testimonials.

This premise is bora out by the success of

advertisements sd constructed.

Here, for instance, is the

yjtikvvU^

of tiio ranufcxotavcrr, of a rail-board building aatorial.

i t ‘organised for business
Tno company 7 ogtm advertising uhon it
appropriation

sl% j^oars ago anti
inoreaaec!.*

For tlmtz roaoon, thou, vm at Mhsonlto Iraov; tiiat rollprepared and carefully placed advertising for a rood
product will produce jnot as fine results today as
over. (1)
This during a. depression year v/::en the
building industries core suffering moat keenly.
roc on no dictates that liio advertiser
'4through iTohn Smith's eyonf

sod

Consumer

the product

Coco-Cola can riiov; a poster

of a pie tty girl offering a toast, and Boll clous and >-ofronhina v/ill soil this five-eent product.

But John

Smith and tdfe ssunt ho Shoca Just cause vli? they should
pay out larger nuns.

If you're writing an ad for a dross,

advises one authority, "Ask about a dross what a buyer
would ask." (S) Stroll no:
How x7i.ll I look in it?
m a t will "it do for no?"
Is my husband going to applaud or grunt?
Is my boy friend going to take action as a result of
r^y pruohaoo? And if so, hoi? nany other hoyfj’iondo?
Khere ehnll" I wear it? Hex? long shall I got by with It?
Will it spot and will it clean? m i it dye?
What will the garment make me fool Ilka in ny mind?

{^} is. G» .i-mlaco. nG90 Fighting Ho tailors Boost Profits For
Thio manufacturer." Frintoro Ink. Bee* 31, 1931 p. 5
(S) haul Hollistor "Public Often Thinks Foster— tkaa-F&shion
Advertisors" -Printers Ink^Bee. 2-"., 1931 ' 'p. 4
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These questions suggest what goes
on in the shopper’s mind.

Elements in the advertise

ment should answer them.

Facts and reasons are needed.

These questions strike youas banal and mundane.
People are banal and mundane. The trouble Is we
don't take the trouble to know people, find out
what they want to hear, and then tell it to them.
Lets make a problem of fashion. Lets study it;
then the advertlaments -will make themselves. When
they do they’ll have the only quality that is worth
a niekle in any advertisement— sincerity. (Italics
mine) When they have that, they’ll sell more goods
than ads which do not contain sincerity. (1)
Should the copy be long or short?
It should be long enough to make consumers respond.
Mail-order advertisers, who can ©heck the results
from every advertisement they run, usually find
that long copy is most profitable. They find that
it is better to have twenty people read the adver, tieeaent and be convinced than to have a hundred
people merely see it.
Brevity of itself does not .make an advertisement
interesting. Some of the briefest advertisements
are the most boring. [2*
An-executive of a successful Chicago
mail-order house says advertisements of this kind should
be long enough to tell the whole story, to answer every
question that wight com© into the buyer’s mind. (3.^
Regarding direot-by-mall advertising:

(1) Paul Hollister, "Public Often Thinks Paster than Fashion
Advertisers" Printer® Ink: Dec. 24, 1931 p. 41
4^) A m Francisco, "Informative Advertising Needed How" Printers’
Ink.' Feb. 4, 1932 p. 3
(3) P. I. editorial Dee. 24, 1931, "Tell more-Sell more"
p. 80.
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I 'believe in long let tors, that the more you tell
the more you sell. If the merchandise is right—
that of course is the first essential upon viiich
direct mail advertising must rest— you have an in
teresting story to tell; and if you vmnt y ur mail
ing piece to sell, you must give the prospect the
whole of that story.
,
A tendency towards longer'#ppy is
apparent* even in advertising fo • such low-priced mer
chandise as cigarotts.

Wrigley, veteran advertiser, who

spent millions on three words, "The Flavor lasts" lengthens
his magizine copy to include reasons for gum-chewing, claim
ing that exercise makes pretty lips.
Shave prefer short copy, as noted*

Eastman and BurmaProfessor Hlepner de

scribes three phases in a product's advertising cycle:
poineering, competitive, retentive* (!)

A new product

needs educational or poineering copy which is naturally
long— although Eastman’s was not.

Thousands of words are

used to teach new truth regarding Sunkist citrus juice.
Highly competitive merchandise generally requires long
copy.

But, once the market is captured it can be held

for a time at least, with short copy, thinks Kleepner.
Other factors determining length of copy are media, the
product itself, and the price of the goods.

Consumers.re

spond to short copy in outdoor and car card advertising.
The point of diminishing returns is reached early in adver-1

(1) Otto M a p p n e r

"Advertising P rode dure"

p. 5-12
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tising done over the air.

otfopapers are short-lived;

copy, except'departsisnt store advertising, tends toward
brevity.

Magazines, especially women^s magazines, are

kept over a longer period of time; they are gsnora-ly
m r © thonsu^ily r®ad-**edv@r to oo'fer— than nov/spapers
and long eepy has a better chands of being M a d and ae1>
,

*

ed upon.

'

%

'

'

.

’

‘

This tabulation'of-returns m d o by
Starch shows that magazines are kept-’and referred to over
a considerable period of time.

T h second and third tiolumns

show' the- percentage of total response M a l i zed luring the
period (weeks or months) indicated in the first column.
•>.. REPLY RATIOS
-PERIODS
Average
Months for monthly
■ magazines. , - •
for
monthly
Weeks for weakly
. magazine®
■''■'magazines'..
46.5#
1
2
: '
19.8
3
9.1
■■.■ 4
5.2
5
4.0
' '"■•. 6 •
3.1
2.3
7

■

REPLY RATIOS
average
for
weekly
magazines
51.9#
20.1
8.0
4.4
5.0
2.0
1.5 (1)

Monthly magazines bring returns for
seven months.
weeks.

Weekly magazines bring returns for seven

Approximately 50£ of all returns c me during the

first period following insertion,

^his res,, onse obtains

regardless of size, color or magazine.1

(1) Daniel Starch
p. 19

MAn Analysis of over 3,000,000 Inquiries*

Ill
’ Coupon returns M v e "beon referred'to in
th^ paper ac a measurement of consumer response.

The

question may Hell "be asked, 'do coupon'returns ;indicate the
aales-making power of am advertisement?

Rouglily, yes.

Starch*s researches show that sales and coupon returns are
closely oo-relatod.

Advert!szants with tlie highest index

for inquiries (100) also have a high index for sales (57,1) (1)
There are exceptions, however.

Bxaggeratod elaims, for

example, often increase inquiries at the expense of sales.
.

Starch, in his analysis of inquiries

from* 2, 539 magazine advertisements, made some Illuminat
ing copy deductions.

He noted that the advertisements•

to which consumer response was greatest had a number of
virtues in common, and that the less successful ads were
similar In their shortcomings.

The characteristics of

the weaker ads were: (2)
1. Wording general and diffuse.
Individual.

Ads seldom aimed at one

'' '

2. Mediocre art work.

Illustrations did not always illus

trate; they failed to tie-in to text.
3. Weak first paragraph falling to oomzand reader*s interest
and attention.

Ad written frem standpoint of advertiser

rather than reader.

___ 1

(1) Daniel Starch, "An Analysis of Over 3,000,000 Inquiries
Vi 19
(2) Ibid. p. 31
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4. Exaggeration and instno^pity present in
ads.

sots©

of the

Unconvincing testimonials.

5. Headline and text occasionally urged action without
sufficient reasons being given.
The #iameteristics of the ads to
which response was largest were: (1)
1. Singleness of purpose.

Each ad told one story and

was addressed to a ..articular individual.

Wording personal

and specific, hearing on some problem of reader addressed*
Text often in editorial technique and signed by the writer.
2* Interesting, convincing copy.

Testimonials genuine

and believable.
3. Human, natural Illustrations in which reader saw- him
self reflected .

Surroundings shown were pleasant. Quality

art work.

■

4. Readable advertisements.
legible type faces.

shdrt headlines and paragraphs,

Lower ease letters prevailed with few

solid caps or Malles.

Copy block broken by ornaments '

facilitating reading.
5. Average length of headline was seven words; shortest
four, longest eleven.

Average headline type size was

27 point, Caslon and Goudy fonts predominating.

Oeoaelon-1

(1) Daniel Starch: "An Analysis of over 3,000,000 Inauiries,
etc. p. 31

ns
al^hand lettering.

Medline related to central idea in

in the text.
6. Use of recipes.

Illustrations of attractive foods

ready to serve.
7. Sample of booklet offered was pictured small near the
coupon.
These ads were easy for John Smith
to read, understand, believe and act upon* They made
vivid his desires and made plain the ways by which he
could realize his desires.
Buying, as has been said, is often
based upon emotion.

It is in many ca'-es, the result of

an emotional or instinctive urge.

Granted this, one thing

remains to be said about copy:
In writing good advertising it is necessary to put
a mood into words anoto transfer that mood to the
reader— it is just asNnecessary to do this in adver
tising as it is in the short story, indeed more so.
In a short story you have to give the reader pleasure
or emotion or sensation. In an advertisement you
have to do this, too, but you must make him walk out
and buy your product.
Therefore behind good advertising there must be an
intense driving force.(
)
I

(I) Helen Woodward, "Through Many Windows." p. 291
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PART III
ELEMENTS WITHIN THE CIRCULATION
It goes without saying that consumer
response to advertisements placed in different magazines
varies greatly.

One publication is good for one product,

others for another.

The National Geographic magazine

has a reputation for large drawing power irrespective of
merchandise advertised.
tele with money to spend*

It reaches an intelligent clien
The tabulation below shows the

relative effectiveness of media used by the Tucson Sunshine
Climate Club in attracting visitors.

The first column, of

figures shows the number of inquiries or coupons traced
to each publication; the second column gives the expendi
ture for space in esch publication.

Dividing these fig

ures by the corresponding figures in column one gives the
cost per inquiry shown in the third column.

Names of -

visitors in Tucson were obtained in hotel registers and
elsewhere and checked against the inquiry lists and the
fourth column of figures obtained.

"Cost per arrival"

is the quotient of first column figures divided by fourth
column figures.

All data applies to the thirteen months

period from September 1, 1930, to October 1, 1931.

Publication

Inquiries

Literary Digest
1577
Outlook
88
Review of Reviews
255
Golden Book
238
National Geographic
2109
Journal Am. Med. Assn
72
Journal Outdoor Life
136
Canadian Journal Med. , 1
Atlantic Monthly ,
109
Harper1s
.146
Scribner’s
49
103
World’s Work
Vogue
i
182
Vanity Fair
72
House & Garden
91
15
Spur
.7 .
Town and Country
Country Life
37
' 24
Hew Yorker
186
Elks’ Magazine
Miscellaneous
1263
TOTAL

6640

... --j / Cost

Arrivals

#2620.00
392.00
672.00

# 183
445
136

2700.00
973.30
180.00
255.00

L2S
13.51
1.32
255.00

1185.00
'448.00

3.90
2.44

3359.75

9.74

400.00
500.00
250.00
236.00
100.00

26.66
71.43
6.76
9.79
.54

.

/

238
27
24
11
109
214
- - 1# ■' :
4
8
21
7
- 7
10
,' •■■■ 24
:
;v . 21 .
■- 5
8
is
0
;.
'
185

#141#.#'

(1) Tucson Sunshine Climate Club, Summary of Results
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946

010.85
14.52
19.20
24.77
4.55
11.25
63.75
32.91
64.00
61.09
80.00
62.50
19.23
235.00
100.00
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Attention Is called to the low
inquiry costa for ads running in Silt’s Magazine,

National Geographic, Journal Outdoor Life and Golden
Book.

Arrival costs for these publications are corre

spondingly low, except that the Elk’s Magazine having

the lowest inquiry cost ranks second highest in arrival
cost.

The American Medical Journal advertising, featur

ing the curative effects of Tucson ellmate; scored the
lowest arrival cost;

The Literary, Digest brought the

largest number of visitors on a low arrival cost, and
was, with the American Medical Journal,

the most profit

able medium.

Dr, Starch found that advertising
for all products brought in more than twice as many in-

-

-;

qu tries in the six leading women’s magazines, per adver

tisement per 100,000 circulation, than in general maga
zines. (1)

Ads in women’s magazines laid more stress in
eLufcd-

the Invitation to reply, however.

Dr. Starchy re turns

from 907 magazine advertisnents of various sizes.

Re

sponse data for black and white ads are:

(I)Daniel Starch,

etc.,”

p*28

"An Analysis of Over 3,000,000 Inquiries,
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Size of
Space

One page
One half page
quarter page
Sixth page

Size
Ratios

No. of replies
per 100,000
circulation

100
50
25
17

225.3
120.4
71.8
58.9

•

Reply
Ratios

100.0%
53.5
31.9
17.3

C

The average full page advertisement
in black and vtiiite gets 225.3 responses per 100,000 cir
culation, and smaller ads pull slightly more in proportion
to size.

These returns are based on averages, irrespective

of quality of advertising or media used. A better-thanavefage full page ad could conceivably attract more than
225.3 responses per 100,000 circulation.
f

Free cmipons enlarge the number of
direct replies from advertisements.

A coupon impells

immediate action, saves time, saves stationery— a factor
with ■women since women do not care to use expensive sta
tionery fcxr inquiry purposes. (2)

Advertisements with

charge coupons average 62.6% as many returns as adver■

.

'

'

■

'

tiseiaents containing free coupons. (3)1

(1) Danlel^Staroh, ”An Analysis of Over 3,000,000 Inquiries,
(2) Aasoph.Glin, Advertising Fundamentalist p. 5'
(3) A charge coupon is one which must be accompanied on its
return to the advertiser by a sum of money, stamps, etc.,
usually only 4# or 10£.
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Advertisements without coupons average 40.4% as many
returns as advertisements containing free coupons.(1)
Colored advertisements bring 56.7% more returns on the
average than advertisements in black end white. (2)
Response comparisons of advertise* ...
ments in color are as follows:
Type of
advertisements
One page, color
Back cover
Two page color

Return per 100,000
.circulation .
177.6
855.8
558.9

Reply
ratios
.100.0%
144.4
188.0

Tho back cover is almost 50%
stronger than color pages inside the publication, W t
two pages in color are not twice as effective as one
color page.

-

'^

According to Starch’s survey, adver
tisements Inserted on right hand pagos brought 14.1%
more returns than advertisements on left hand pages. (4)
Goode questions this observation on the grounds that the
©ye naturally finds the upper left hand

of__the^>age

first.

(1). Daniel
p. 13
12) Ibid.,
(3) Ibid.,
(4) Ibid,,

starch
p. 15
p. 26
p. 17

"An Analysis of Over 3,000,000 Inquiries,etc."
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Seasonal variation In the number of replies is shown
in this table, the average for twelve months being
taken as 100%:
107.9%
141.1
183.8
91.3
112.1
75.5

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
May
June

July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

71.5%
73.1
89.1
126.2
119.6
71.5
C

Consumers response to advertisements
in February is twice what it is in July, according to
these findings.

The percentages may not accurately indi

cate the month-by-month sales effectiveness of advertise
ments, however, fo*.- people do not write as much during
July.

But then, department store sales slump during July,

It is a poor:buying month.

The curve for drug products,

fluctuated more widely than the carte for food products,

%
the response to drug advertising falling during the fall
months«
Response to advertisements of various
types of product is as follows, food products being taken
as 1 0 0 ^ $
Class
Drug products
Miscellaneous
Food Products

Replies per page
per 100,000
circulation
265.8
147.2
126.31

Reply
ratios
208.6/j
116.5

100.0

(1) Daniel Starch, "An Analysis of Over 3,000,00 Inquiries,
etc." p. 21
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Drug advertisements attract the largest response.
In answer to the question, nDo you
read the advertising In newspapers and publications you "
receive?” (1) representative inhabitants of Boulder,
Colorado, voted:
"Yes”

52£

r,S o m ,f 39.8<
%

"No"

8.2$^

the question, "Do you read adver

tising you receive in the form of mall or circulars?"
asked in Des Moines, 66 said "Yes",

35 said "No.T* A

survey amonf women In Toledo discovered that: (2)
34
8
6
32
20

per
per
per
per
per

cent
cent
cent
cent
cent

read all circular mail
glance at all
read most
read only that from their a m store
read little or none.
A "spy" in the Chicago Public Library

observed that, of 600 men reading magazines, 11 per cent
were reading advertisements and 89 per cent were reading
other pages.

Questioning 6,000 upstairs customers in a

big Boston dry goods store as to whether they read adver
tising before going shopping. Dr. Starch found that
.59 per cent said "Always"
. 37 percent said "Generally"
16 per cent said "Rarely"
7 per cent said "Never"1

(1) Geode & Powell, "What About Advertising?"
(2) Ibid. p. 121

p. 120
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Theca findings reinf roe infor
mation given out in the report of a racent survey
made by Professor Qallu: in which it is stated that
"Only two or three features in a newspaper have more
readers than the advertising of the leading department
stores." (1)

And, while only a small part of the news

paper gets read, the leading department store attracts
55 per cent of all women readers to its columns. (2)
The tabulation below s o w s the
average recaption given an advertisement in weekly
magazines by men and women.
summer of 1931.

The tests were made in the

Advertisements were taken from Liberty,

Collier's, and The Saturday Evening Past.(5)
The ads listed in the first division1
are color ads, the s®eond divl ion lists ads in black and
white.
Ad

, ... ...

.

Texaco-Ethyl
Ethyl Ga®
Barbasol
f Ipana
.
Coeo-Cola

Maga
zine

Size

SET
SEP
Lib
Col
SEP

page
page
page
page
page

MEH
Seen Read
325$
37
59
23
50

8$$
6
8
3
5

TJOMEIf
Seen . Read
160
41
36
26
31

10
4
3
2
7

(1) George Gallup, "vlmt do newspaper Readers Read?" Adv.fc
Sell. Mar. 31, 1952
p. 51
(2) Ibid. p. 23
(3) George Gallup, "More profits from Magazine Advertising"
Part Five.
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Ad
Listerlne*
Camel
Camel
Lueky Strike
Chesterfield
Granger tob.
Pontiae
Hair tonic
Hair tonic
Frobalc
Gilletto
Auto Strop
Spud
Am* Tel & Tel
Pal
Wrigley gum
Flint
Flint

Maga
zine

Size

■ SIP
Lib
Lib
Lib
Col
SEP
Lib

page
Page
page
page
page
page
spread

SEP
SEP
SEP
SEP
Col
SEP
SEP
SEP
Lib
SEP
Lib

half ;
half
. Pag#
Pag©
half
page
Page
col.
1/4
100
' 1/4

MEN
Seen Road
390
58
42
51
45
55
60
15
6
39

m
18
27
8
5
10
43.
S3

130
6
•1
-4
13
f
12
2
4
7
4 '
6
5
2
1
'.*45
33

WOMEN
Seen
Read
520
140
47
4
34 •
4
48 8
57
9
24
. 2
35 - . 2
6
■ 22 .
18
1
0
11
11
. 1
7
8
16
2
1
1
6
0
2
1
41
41
25
25

Attention is called to the fact that
the humorous Fli#t ads (almost no dopy) attracted large
attention with small space and that everyone who saw the
ads read them.

Chesterfield, withAsmall copy block,

attracted a comparatively large percentage of readers.
Listerin®, with half a page eo.y, led all other advertisers
except Fliftt in the number of readers•

'

This ad featured the

social consequences approach with She Couldn't Brine HerI
self To Tell.Him. Mote that little attention or reader
Interest was given the institutional advertisement for Amer
ican Telephone arid Telegraph with the headline It Cost a
Billion Dollars. Many wise advertising men question the

value of iasSitutioml advertisingf
AverdglnG it all up Dr* Gallup gets these results: (1)
Peroentage of Circulation Remembering Having
SHSM Average Page Advertisement
___
.
Col.
' SEP
Lib.
f~an >.a . ....
-...
280
840
320
women
■
' ■
21
28
16
Ads.preceding text;.Men
310
320
Within 10 pages following
text.
32
86 ’
29
Ads preceding text; Women
Within 10 pages following
text
:

:-

Lit,
Dig:
170
11
160
25

26

28

20

11

20

28

20

13

■ ********* -

Percentage of magazines
men bad opened

72

75

70

55

Percentage of magazines
women had opened

57

66

63

43

it appears that many people who sub*
seribe to magazines do not refer to thrai; that men are
better readers of magazine advertising t&an women; that
ads in the fromt and back part of the book vary in the
reader Interest among various publication.

Women pay

more attention to department store advertising in the
newspaper than they do to the average magazine ad*

Glaser

ifled, amusement and food advertising rank next to depart*
mant store advertising in newspaper leadership.
The list of advertisements given
above shows that, while an ad is seen by a good percent*
age of the circulation it is read by only a few.

a

4-color

full page Camel ad costing #10,000 for space alone induced1

(1) Ibid Part Five
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but 1 per cent of the mon and 4 per cent of the women
who read it.
Still an advertising agency head,
known for M s astuteness, says, "We do xeed1 advertising—
avidly and absorbedly— and we do believe it and obey it®
behests and request®." (1)
appears at odds with truth.

At first blush his statement
There is however, ho contra

diction.
A large number of people read a few
ads each.

Any one individual reads only a few advertise

ments because at any one tire he is never interested in
more than a few of the products advertised.

He reads

about the things in which he is interested.

If the adver

tisement arouses his desire sufficiently and he has the .
money he

.111 probably buy.

It takes only a comparatively

few consumers responding to an ad to mako it profitable.
If 5 per cent of the circulation of the magazine carrying
the Camel ad read the ad it had 125,000 readers.

If two-

thirds of the readers buy Camels the ad has paid for it
self.

Repeat sales rill net a profit.

be right, of course.

The product must

Mo amount of advertising can cause

the American public to continue to buy merchandise it does
not want.
Knowing that all people are not inter
ested in his product the wise advertiser will shape his
message to appeal to those vho are.

He will aim his ad at

(1) Theo. F. McManus "Blind Leadership"
*r\ .

Adv. & Sell. Apri.14,32
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the small group y&o comprise M s market; he will for
get the...others.

It is this sort of thing that gats

students for the Intematlonal Correspondence Schools.
Its main attack has always been .the 400-line single
column ad telling of a struggling laborer who made
good in the.fronLoffice. .
These diminutive little anecdotes are scarcely
noticed by the average run of leaders. But #iey
unerringly single out their own real prospect.
More than that, make him by the thousand write
almost word-for-word the very letter they have in
mind. The aim is directly at the weekly payroll
of ambitious young workin&nen! This keeps dollars
rolling into Scranton coffers* (1)
Behind this advertising is-a" study of
the market, ah infinite appraisal of the ran who constitute
it.

Then elements in the copy are mad3 to echo the thought

processes in' the -reader's mind.

Proa time to tine the

International Correspondence Schools has attempted full
page ads of an institutional character. These extolled the
virtues of the correspondence school method.
time response was small.

But .ovary

The appeal was too general.

The Davey Tree Company, which sells
tree surgery,* a corned tlie notion of a blanket appeal.
Instead of using a popular orchestra with n sales talk pro
logue, Davey*s radio program consists of a ten-minute talk
on trees.

The audience is, of course,.comparatively small.

But those who listen are good prospects.1

(1) Good® & Kheinstrom, ’’More Profits From Advertising’’ p.99
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And appealing to a far more limited group
than laieky Strike, or even Huison*— but
appealing directly to that group— -— Pavey
turtiod an anticipated 25-per-cent business
decrease for the first six months of 1930
into a 15-per-cont increase. (1)
"r-

So the Advertiser, like the
window-trimmer, must select his audience.

Hot to

attract a crowd, but to sell to those who want and
can buy the merchandise offered.

Media must be em

ployed which roach the largest number of potential
buyers.

An ad meeting with groat consumer response in

one publication may fail to in another.

% e 8% With

Safety ad mentioned earlier (2) brought lowest cost in
quiries in magazines not thought to be suited to its use.
Inserted in Time, a logical medium for an investment ad
because of its intelligent readership, inquiry costs
averaged $2.50.

While Searchlight, a religious paper,

produced inquiries at a cost of #1. 35.

An advertisement

meets with greatest consumer response when it reaches
the greatest number of potential, able-to-buy consumers.
That is a matter of placement and direction.
proper publioati n.

Chose the

Then aim at the natural market.1

(1) Goode & Hheinstrom; O b . Cit., p. 106
(2) Page 102.
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0HAPT3R IV
.A8PB0TS OF COHSUMEH BSEPOHSE
PART 1,

PRIHCIPLB8
Dr. Gault, studying department store

buying in relation to advertising, weather and other
phenomena, stated three merchantsing principles:(1)
(1) Increased sales, following increase in size
or effectiveness of newspaper advertising, were
abeervable only on the single day immediately
after the advertising.
(2) Whenever sales were abnormally large on any
day, whether or not on account of advertising,
there was practically always a substantial
reaction on the next few days immediately there
after. This decline in sales about equaled the
increase that preceded it.
'
’
“•
(3) Whenever sales are abnormally small on
any given day, whether through weak advertising
or bad weather, those lost sales are never re
gained! Everything indicates tkey^are goneTorever.
Principles 2 and 3 suggest the need
for regular, consistent advertising.

In a ten-year his

tory of national advertising it is observed that:
•The acknowledged leaders in the various fields
will be found without exception to be leaders in
their class, or classesi in advertising. But
these are the consistent advertisers, not those
who put a great deal of pressure in one year and
very little the next. Before a manufacturer can
expect to analyze his market for potential sales,
he must know wno his competitors are, and to
what extend he can meet them- in their field. For
example the DentrifIce Class is completely domin
ated by five great leaders. They have consistently1
(1)

Goode & Rhelnetroa:
PP. 122-3

•More Profits From Advertising*,

Increased their advertising.each year.

Their com

petitors on the other hand, shorn spotty and irregu
lar expenditures.

Six of these irregular.adverti

sers have completely dropped out within the past
five years.

The supposition is that they were not
.
abl# to hold their own against the five who consis
tently told their story.w (1)
One manufacturer doing a national
business said "that he could not emphasize too
much the fact that:1

(1) George Sheldon:
"Advertising" p. 14 from "Nati nal
Markets and national advertising" 1923, The crows11
Publishing G©.
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Bon Ami believes that its advertising railst be continu
ous and consistent*" (1)

Soeplne, a similar produst,

•roll establltiied forty years.;..ago. is a classic example
'

of the baleful results ot breaking advertising continuity. (2)
Thinking they had permanently captured the market, execu
tives decided to quit advertising.

Sales declined and

subsequent advertising was unable to re-establish the
brand.

Wrlgley said:

It would be tho easiest thing in the world for tie
T/rigloy company to be wiped off the map as a manuf a.ctuTOr and distributor of gum— or at least to
be forced to sacrifice its leadership— if we did
not continue our advertising. We are going along
at full momentum* Suppose v/o should cut off the
power. It would be just like trying to run a train
without an engine2 Wo advertise and shall keep on
advertising T/rigloy gum regardless of how completely
we have absorbed our market* If every person in
America would chew VJrigley*s gum, our advertising
would continue right along; we would want to remind
them that they had bought our gum and liked it." (3)
There is, however, an exception to
the rule that advertising must be continuous.

Titian the

market becomes saturated buyers will not respond to
advertising,

^or example, it night not pay to advertise

a set of books week in and week out in the same publication.1

(1) H. D. Crippen, "Bon Ami’s Success Made with Few Salesmen,
etc*," Printers Ink, March 31, 1932
p. 3
(2) Goode ic. Powell "TJhat About Advertising?" p. 332
(3) Printers’ Ink editorial: "William Wrigley, Advertiser,"
Jan. 28, 1932. p. 11

Iinoyclopr.oOlcx publ ichors imunlly lr,.imeh-

sir-TTCoko .

canpalc5np thon rait for a nov? crop of kuyorn to grow up*
The
crop" lr, not nocosonrily e nor not or •
renaors* It 1= rathc-r a now crop of buying
desire or possibly a - m w crop of buyinc ability*
It le just as nach a fact as that a farrier cannot
profitably sill; his cows sirr tlir.on n day* (1)

A corrospomloncG-courso ctlrorfisox’
fount! that siz Insertions a year in one publle&tl n
were all tlio traffic would bear.

While n conretitor

nototl a p ro h ib itiv e ^inquiry cost niton one magazine
aehe*tt3.d wan increaseu fron twelve ineortiens a year

to taonty-oix.

{?')
Tho first principle quotod above

teaches that (a) Advertising m o t ala at fcsaotUato
action, and

(b) 'Advortic-lag m s t ho tinoly*

soon forgot; ir-iprossiene fade*

leople

This hu nn weaknoes

is a roanoa why euiipona era a boon to oonniriar ro«
®ponses*

‘fhoy -toll tho rendor, ”1)0 it nov?.**
. % o r o ir a fallacy abroad that adver

tising nalceo sales by constantly bombarding a person
nlth coanande to buy. "Such.a noti n negttes the doc
trine of free will.

Ooodo calls it the ^Poison-ivy

theory of advertising rocoptivlty.”

Ho says*
2

C D Goode and BhoInstroi, ”110ic ^'refits Free Advertising.

I. Ibu
(2) Ibid., p. 155
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:Thousands of oases happen, e vary <jay vdiere
eonslatent advertisIng moves to final action
an actual prospact, once remote. But In millions
of other oases the suppored prospect oouldn1t be
swayed by any possible succession of arguments •
continued a thousand years...The quick buyer, not
the philanderer, makes .adverttsing possible* A
woman reads, knows her mind, shows her purchase
to a neighbor, end thereby sells another...she Is
the one who pays the advertiser to advertise. (1)
Maximum consumer response is a result
of putting the message before the prospect when he is in
the buying mood, when his desire for the goods Is greatest.
Because thousands of women want soap today the soap manu
facturer places his message before her today, and tomorrow
for those who want soap tomorrow.
Because the market for ©noyclopeadlae
is limited, because only a few want the books and then
only after considerable deliberation only two campaigns
a year are planned.

Because gum and cigarettes aro in

dally use by millions of people bulletin boards, car cards,
radio, and magazines are used to catch people at the minute
when their desires are strongest.
This brings up the quest! n of the
effectiveness of institutional advertising--advertising
telling about the business as a whole rathor than its
specific products.. Of all the page ads listed in last
chapter the American Telephone and Telegraph advertise-

(1) Goode & Powell "What About Advertising?”

p

287
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cent was seen by tho least number of male readers.
Goode says:
It Is hard enou^i to make a woman remember to
toll her grocer tho name of a sauco sh© needs
for supper. Impressing liar, in classic terms,
with a corporation conception of its own im
portance can't be ranch easier.....(l)
Institutional advertising and idea
advertising are so •j.ailar that it is seinetines difficult
to make a distinction between them.

But idea advertising

generally sets itself to soil some particular service or
notion, for insta ce, a Cornell University education,
better craftsmanship, cleanliness, natural music In theaters.
Here the thing presented, though abstract, is made vivid
in the reader’s mind.

There is a trend towards concrete

ness in institutional advertising, and doubtless with better
results.

This applies to advertising of ideas as well.

The anti-1’canned music” campaign is a striking example of
vivid presentati n of an idea.
as a mechanical robot,
responses.

"Canned music" is pictured

^his series brought 3,000,000 direct

Strength is gained by bringing people into the

•opy and. the advertisement made less Impersonal.
•tisements of Parke, Davis

The ativar-

Company and particularly the ad

(1) Goode S-. Hheinstrom, "R!ore Profits from Advertising"
p. 117
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headed. This is the Child They Gave Up For Dead, are
human and a notable advance in institutional advertising.
Someone has said that the Utilities could zmke more "sales”
to farmers if they adopted sueh names as "ThexJtiin Hones
Electric Company" instead of the cold and formal "Great
States Power and Light, In®.," etc.
The chief characteristics, perhaps, of the "purchas
ing agent" of the American hone, is her inability
to think or discuss anything except in terms of per
sonalities. Abstract subjects are generally taboo. (2.)
Successful advertising is a reflection of the reader.
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., pioneer adver
tising agency, has been running advert!aments in national
publications over its own name for the past thirteen years.
Ads are conservative, editorial In character, and (teal with
some phase of advertising usually without illustration.
The appeal is not to the general public but to business leaders.
It was our belief in the beginning that a more general
appreciation of the power of advertising and an under
standing of the underlying principles of advertising
would help the entire industry; also.that it would in
crease the reputation of N. Y7. Ayer'S Son and bring
business to this House. Our experience has been that
this belief was justified.

•

We do, not expect direct returns from each advertise
ment^-but we do know that the result has been beneficial to us and e believe to the advertising business
as aMiole.(B) 1
2

(1) Goode & Rheins.trom, "More Profits from Advertising." p.11?
(2) Paul L. Lewis,"Philadelphia, Pa. Kay 2, 1932 letter
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One prominent American business man
fi®leaned that no product can be successfully advertised
which could not make a fair success without advertising.
Advertised merchandise must have merit.

Intelligent ad

vertising, it is thought, will heighten the success of a
successful product, but it will not save an unsound or an
unwanted product,from failure.
accept this notion. -

Well-informed business men
.

But there arc a number of sound and
wanted products which cannot be successfully advertised.
As noted earlier in this paper, "Advertising men them
selves concede their Inability to fight a ♦ f a s h i o n * (1)
Hair-net manufacturers with full page newspaper advertise
ments calculated to stop the trend to bobbed hair might
better have saved their money*

There was a time when any

bicycle ad made.money, but the veyeling craze passed and
no amount of advertising could bring it back.

California

advertising inquiries dropped off 500 during the 1986
Florida boom but rose to normal after'this boom had passed.
There came a time when Victor’s His Master’s Voice was
drowned out by radio, and sales fell off $50,000 a day, seven(
)
l

(l) Goode & Powell

"What About Advertising?”

p. 172

days a week* for two years.

When the Yictrola became

also a radio, business picked up. (1)
Claude Hopkins says, "Many millions of
dollars have been wasted in trying to tie people to sono
certain brand of a staple; to brands of flour or oat
meal*" (2) This M s Men. true in the rice milling indus
try.

Co-operative efforts have raised the total rice

consumption per capita but it has been quite impossible
for any one miller to gain an advantage for himself with
advertising.

Silk is a difficult product to advertise,

although Cheyeny Silks seem now to be making headway.
In some types of merchandise consumers doubt the superior
ity of one brand over another and refuse to be influenced
by advertising.
Hopkins continues alohg this line:
But ray long experience had tau#it me that pre
ventative measures were not popular. People will
do anything to cure a trouble, but little to pre
vent it. Countless advertising ideas h a w M a n
wracked by not understanding that phase of human
nature. Prevention offers slight appeal to human
ity in general...... (5)1
3
2

(1) Goode & Bheinstrom, "More Profits from Advertising
(2) Claude Hopkins "My Life In Advertising" p. 103
(3) ,Ibid•* p * 152
...

p.47
-
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There aro many things in advertising too costly
to att«apt. One m s t ovoid them,..An ointment,
for instance, or a germicide, a treatment for
asthma or hay fever, a rufc for rheumatism, (1)
TJMoubtedly exceptions to these rules
may be cited.

Improved strategy Recovered since ivlr.

Hopkins wrote in 192G may account for some of them.

But,

generally speaking, prevention is a risky copy theme.
The desire for an asthma cure is present but it is scatt
ered, and too much of any advertising aimed at this market
is m a t e d on people not having this want.

Thoughtful folks

are doubtless interested in preventative measures.
thoughtful people are a small minority.

But as-

And for advertis

ing purposes it is assumed that a desire for preventative
medicines and many other worthy safeguards does not exist.
For advertising comes in after, not before, a desire is
evident.
Advertising practically .never creates new desires.
The best it can do is to arouse old desires in new
ways. Man1s only primitive desires were food, shel
ter, comfort, pleasure. Civilized man has jazzed them
all but added nothing worth mentioning. An advertiser’s
only real problem, therefore, is how to rid himself
of whatever eomplieati ns com© between his product and
the direct satisfaction of some fundamental human de
sire. (2)1
2

(1) Claude Hopkins "My Life In Advertising"
(2) Good® & Powel "What About Advertising?”

p. 185
p.195
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PART II

WORDS PROM C0NSUM5R5 AMD SALSSITSH

A study #

Consumer Response to
jtct"

Advertising is not complete with^ expression from two
groups of people:

the consumers themselves, and those

who fight shoulder to shoulder with advertising— the
salesman#
A survey was made among 213 eon'
■
surners in several Arizona cities to ascertain their re
sponse to fruit advertising.

%e

questionnaire read,

"Which of the following do you think you have been in
fluenced towards buying by the ads you have seen?
’much*, ’some’, ’not at all’, or ’uncertain’

A tabulation1

results is given:
I.Tuch
Apples
Bananas
Cranberries
Dates
Grapefruit
Demons
Oranges
Pinapples
Prunes
Raisins

•

4*7$b
5.2
1.9
12.8
11.7
8.9
,25.00
16.00
2.3
. 5.2

Some
15.5/S
12.7
21.1
14.1
32.8
35.6
30.
32.8
19.7
29.6

Indicate

Total
20.2,':
17.9
23.
16.9
44.5
45.5
55.
48.8
22.
54.8

not
at
all
54.9#
50.2
46.5
33.8
32.4
31.
25.4
24.9
39.4
31.9

Un
cer
tain
9.9#
10.3
14.6
29.1
11.3
9.9
9.9
12.2
21.1
19.2
(1)

The fact that 23 per cent of tiie people
wore "much" influenced by Sunkist advertising is significant*

(1) Survey made by an advertising class at University of Arizona
December, 1930
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It shows that this carefully planned campaign with its
splendid hookup of rcason-wky, "bargain” and remainder
oopy is taking hold.

Yet, extonsive as it was, Sunkiet

advertising affected only about half of the buying
public, as seen by the 55# in the third column.. Some
credit for the relatively high orange, lemon, and grape
fruit figuresi-must, be given Arizona’s year-round warm
climate and the

fact

that the fruit is indigenous here•

The men who sell from door to door
have a peculiar Check on consumer response to advertising.
They note advertising’s influence by the reception they
get and the cales they make.

House to house selling is

a diiect manufacturer-to-consuzaer form of merchandising,
and thorn no© fewer factors influencing a sale than, when
the goods are sold thru regular retail channels.

Res-

ponsibility for the sale cannot be shared by show-window®,
'
prestige of the House, other departments of the store,
the presence of a "shopping partner,bargain days, the
return privilege, charge account, the.store restaurant,
or other attractions. * For instance. Fuller Brushes, is,
generally speaking, merely a product-advertising-salesmanship matter.
In 1915 this company grossed a $200,000
volume without any advertising.

Then, for two years,
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the Fuller Brush Company experimented with advertising
on a very small scale.

#6,000 was Invested in this way

in 1918, and sales figures for that year reached "the
surprising total of §1,170,000." (1)
for the next four y^ars.the advertising appro
priations increased to §19,500 in 1915; #66,000
in 1920; and §195,000 in 1921; and §400,000 in
1922. The latter year Fuller Brush sales amount
ed to $11,500,000. As Fuller Brushes are sold
only by house-to-house salesmen, it is estimated
that advertising has Increased th® soiling ability
of all Fuller Salesmen?by approximately 500 per cent.
Here is consumer response of a very
definite kind.

Advertising helped to make a welcome for

the salesman, partly sold the prospect before the repre
sentative appeared. _This^is the main business of advertising;^ the advertising does not complete the sale, and
oven then payment is asked only after the goods have been
inspected, thus "Send no money, simply mall the coupon."
Advertising is only one influence in the marketing pro
cess.

This limits the possible consumer response that

can be expected from advertising.

Dr. Cherrington wonders
'

"Whether there is any economic justification
advertising which cannot meet one simple test:

or any
Is it

designed to make the final customer a more competent
buyer?"

(2)

( D George Sheldon "Advertising" p. 10
(2) Paul vberrington:
"The Consumer Looks at Advertising"
p. 188
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The iSasonite Corporation which,
as remarked above, traces increased business during
a depression to Its advertising, has educated its
dealers to the use of company advertising and follow
up material*

Inquiries brought in by national adver

tising are turned over to the dealer*

"So far he has

succeeded in selling from 12 to 15 per cent" of them*
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PART III

RESULTFCTL ABV^RTISXfTG: EX^PIES
Attontion should he ealled to several

outstanding examples of consumer response.
exceptional cases.
nor its *

These are

No attempt Is made to catalogue their

These cases are cited to show vrhat consumer

response might ho if advertising made hotter use of proven
advertising principles.
The West Penn Power Company invest
ed $450 in four small newspaper advertisements averag
ing fifty words each.

$8,000 worth of oloctric irons

were sold fora these four ads. (1)
With no copy at all except a mere
listing of titles, Halde-Julius sold 90,000 "Little Blue
Books" from a $920 newspaper spread.
With copy that merely described the
furniture. S t e m Brothers, New York, sold $40,000 worth
of Cogswell chairs on an advertising investment o f -2,000. (2)
Twice each year John Wanamaker,
Fhilldelphla, runs 220 lines of advertising offering a
$10 reduction to anyone who brings the coupon to the store•
"It never falls to sell more than $30,000 worth of s u i t s (3)

(1) Goodo & Rheinstrom, "More Profits From Advertising"
(2) Ibid. p. 67
(3) Ibid. p. 67

p. 62
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Four newspaper pages for Sooony
Oil Burner, New York, 'brought 4,000 prospects inter
ested in a thousand-dollar product* (1)
Spending §4,000 announcing a now
development, Wilson Si Company, Phiiidelphia realtors,
sold §500,000 worth of homes in 48 hours# (2)
1•

The Emmigront Savings Bank of New

York spent §3,000 in advertising spread over a 75-day
period prior to the opening of the new bank*

Sis hours

after the doors were opened 3,000 new accounts had boon
entered* (3)
Small and handy household articles
were featured in nix columns of humorous newspaper ad
vertising#

Hacy’s, New York, answered 1,700 phone calls,

2,200 mail orders, and made 19,000 store sales. (4)
Wilmington, North Carolina, brought
in 100,000 visitors in midsummer on a §3,700 newspaper
expenditure.

Atlanta got 48,000 inquiries and added

§34,000,000 to its payroll through four years of ^community
advertising. ”

Spokane got 22,000 inquiries from 22 adver

tisements and increased the number of visitors by 50,000
over a four year period.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Good® & Bheinstroa "More Profits from Advertising"
Ibid., p. 66
Ibid., p. 66
Ibid., p. 66

p.67
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PART IT

SUrjJ.lA.RY AND CONCLtJSIOMS

What, In the light of ^hat has
gcme before, must an advertiser do to insure maximum
consumer response?
First, Study the consumer#

Discover his v;ants, needs

customs, buying habits, peculiarities-

Measure

the demand— actual or potentials
Second, (if a market exists)

Put out a product or re

construct the product to satisfy the wants or needs
already discovered.

So that the sales message

might read, "You wanted it; you asked for it; here
it is.”
Third, Go to the market, or a part of it, with the media
most 11 ely t^eaoh the maximum number of potential
customers, with the approach nost likely to cause
these potential customers to realize t h M r want or
need.
Tell the potential customers what
the product is*

Show M w it will serve them, how it will

give them pleasure or advantage or satisfaction.
Travel the short-cuts.
harmony with natural tendencies.
reason second.

Work in

Consider emotion first,

Make it easy for people to read and act.
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Simplify everything:
(a) ’Hie message;

.

Use oreryday words, simple sentence
structure,, pieturoa*

(Tj) T o indues response:

-

■

Use coupons, free trial offers,

or other incentives to immediate
action*
■ ' Recognise the .limitations of adver
tising; it is not on © a c t science.

Recognise fee

vagaries and weaknesses of human kind.

Ho two campaigns

are alike, consumers respond differently, judgement and
experience are fallible*
Experiment.

So test the advertising.

Find out -shat makes for maximum response.

Use those tactics.
Check results.
In other words.
Let the buyer decide
1. the product
2. the media
3* the approach
4. the copy
5. the schedule
6. the sale itself
View everything through the eyes of the consumer.
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As a last ozhiblt of advertising
excellence, and an application of strategy roc emended
above, this advertisement from "anamakor’o is cited.
John Tfanamsker has contributed much to the fund of
advertising Imovzledge.

HI# Institution has enriched

advertis ing practice Trith high standards•
The ad was published in the Now York
Times for Tuesday, April 12, 1932.
about 2 columns x twelve intiies.

It occupied a sjaco
Th ro was a simple lino

drawing -f a young man wearing the merchandise offered.
The periods in this instance do not indicate words emitted;
they appear as in the ad.

U 5 IT 1
•...You asked for Our Gaberdine
Trench Coat in ITavy Blue and Brown
Here it is....at
(illustration)
$10.50

Yo'vo cold hundreds in light tan...
but men asked us for darker shades...
..so e got what you wanted. .

A Handsome Dark Brown
A Deep ITavy Blue

Tailored by a famouc maker of fine
raincoats.

Begulatlon trench coat

modele .. •full belt Tilth leather
covered - b a c k l o . l e a t h e r buttons
*.«*• full plaid lining,.. ...oztra
iengtii.

■

.

use this order blank
36
58
40
48

44

46

•

e.
1trown

•

Tan... :

...

:

or call Personal Service—
STuyvesant
miAZLOiCSR’S

9-4700

OTREST FLOOR, SOUTH BOILDIKG

This advertisement is the expression
of a desired product meeting areal want.

It is an announce

ment showing Interested prospects v;hero and how their wan#
may be satisfied.

It helps to satisfy a desire, not to

create ono.
The ad is addressed to a particular
audience— men who comprise the market for the merchandise.
It excludes the others.

The publication used reaches a

large percentage of that market.

The. ad gives the facts any interested
prospect would want to know, answering briefly and specif1-
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oally the questions most likely to oome Into the
reader’s mind— even the question of style authenti
city:

"Wetve sold hundreds of, etc."
It tells the story in simple

language that is both interesting and honest.

White

space, lower ease letters, and a sensible layout add
to the ease with the advertisement is read.
There are no wasted words, no
exaggeration, no attempt at "high-pressure" selling.
There is nothing objectionable in the entire ad.

It

is a plain statement of useful fact welcomed by thou/
sands of men.
The ad makes it easy for the reader
to buy the goods.

Witness the order blank where onlyna

pen stroke is necessary to start the purchase.
phone service is offered.

Quick

The ad is written for and

facilitates immediate action.

It is an ad that serves.

Consumers responded to it.
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